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Vol.V.

E. N. CARVER,
EDITOR

:VILLAGE &VICINITY.
-A.
den,

L. Ray's
mother,
is visiting in town.

Mrs.

home

-John
C. Swasey
came
from Montreal,
Tuesday.
--Hemlock
bark for the
is coming in quite freely.

Al-

tannery

-Mr.
Wm.
Woodsum
of \Vest
Peru, was in town last Thursday.
-We
want to do your printing.
No discount on our work or prices.
-Mrs.
Etta Glover goes to Hyde
Park, Mass., this week,
Thursday.
-Miss
Lula
school in Peru,
Frirlay.

Bosworth
district

closed
No. 9,

her
last

-----

--

CANTON, ME., THURSDAY, FEB. 17, 1887.

& PROP'R.

-Nathlln
Reynolds and D. Bradford have got their stores again
arranged for business and can wait on
Bethel.
customers
whom
they were obligt•d
Another snow storm and blow storm.
It isn't time to "crack the old chestnut"
to turn away
just after the fire.
It
will be understood
that they had a te- yet, and the "spring poet" that was hatching has gone back into the shell.
dious time arranging
the goods.
The smoke-,tack at the chair factory was
-1\fr. Chas. F. DeShon
of Peru stayed up with only fom· guys, and last
was in town last Thursday.
He says week a man came in contact with one of
he is enjoying
excellent
health
this them, with his ox-team, and down went
the smoke-stack.
If there had been six
winter, but t:me marks the advance
of them instead of four, it would still have
of age with him.
Mr. DeShon takes stood there, and saved considerable work
a lively intere~t in public
affairs of a nd expense.
the nation, and advocates
his ideas
The school in the Pine Woods district
with the vim of a much younger man.
closed laSt Satu rd ay, wi th an exhibition
which did honor to both teacher and schol-Lowell
& Lowell will be in Can- ars. It consisted of select readings, dee-

OUR

NEIGHBORS.

ton, at A. C. Bicknell's,
for only one lamations, compositions, original poems,
After
day (Friday,
Feb. 18,)
when
they etc., and all were well rendered.
-Mr.
R.H.
Potter of Marlboro,
will se'll cloaks
without
regard
to the exercises closed the teacher treated the
whole company on oranges, peanuts, and
his relatives
in cost or former prices.
Mass.,
is visiting
Take
advancandy, the school was a term of seven weeks
Hartford.
tage of this opportu111ty, a~ it wiil be and a very interesting one. Miss Farwell,
the last and only chance to get such the teacher, goes to Mass. next week to
-See
riot ice by J. C. Dearborn,
\\re
shall
remove
the stop a while with her sister who is living
church clerk, for business meeting of bargains.
goods Saturrlay.
so rememeber
the there.
importance.
L. D.
-Hutchinson
& Russell lnve made date, Friday, Feb. 18-the r,,d letter
Canton Point.
day.
LoWELL
& LoWELL.
i,everal minor
improvements
about
J.M. Holland will close his term of ten
their mill and machinery.
-Henry
Keene went to the mill weeks school Friday next.
-See
ad. of J. A. Bucknam & Co.,
Mechanic
Falls.
The "Pure Gold"
bi and of flour will stand fire test.

pond for a pail
of water,
merrily
singing about "Climbing
the Golden
Stair," last Saturday morning.
Sud-

-The
masquerade
sociable by the
Relief Corps, Tuesday
evening,
was
a success.
About $16 were taken.

denly

-C.
H. Lucas is doing good business at his machine
shop, and says
there is quite a demand
for heavy
mill work.
-Mr.
R.H.
Thompson
was
in
town last week.
He
is now on his
way to Florida to visit his sister, Mrs.
H. L. Hart.
-Messrs.
Bridgham
& Johnson,
our enterprising
grocery
men, have
an announcement
of interest to their
old customers this week.
-More
wood wanted at the TE,EPH0NE office, in exchange
for subscriptions.
Haul it in, boys, and pay
for two or three years at once.

he

dropped

down

drink clean up to his
ceeded in clinging to
ice and getting out.
receptiou
for a zero
light snow had blown

into

neck, but
the edge of
It was a
morning.
over the

the
suethe
cool
The
hole

where the men had been cutting
ice.
Henry said)t was a loud call, and he
thought he had started. to go down
the "golden
stair."
Oysters every Friday night at H. H.
Burbank's.
-Prof.
A. A. Drury
finished
his
course of lectures here Monday evening.
The lectures have been instructive and pleasing to all who have attended.
The
~cience
of char:c1cta
reading
is based
on physiological
principles,
and why should
not an
expert be as certain of the contents of
a man's cranium
by the outward appearnnce, as a physician
can be of
the nature of disease
by diag1~osis?
There is no mystery or humbug about
the science, a net one need only to have

-It
is rumored
that the Thompson heirs will erect a liandsome brick
block on the site of the old Canton
House, to contain
stores, hotel
and
• halls.
-F.
R. Stevens has finished haul- an examination
to become convinced
ing pine lnmber to the mill and is that Prof. Drury is master of his pro-

now hauling ice.
Quite a quantity
fession.
is now being cut on the pond, and it
15 lbs. Standard Granulated,
19 lbs.
is thick and sc,und.
Good Brown, or 17 lbs. ·white Coffee Su-Mr.
Point,
merly
ily, in
job in

E.

B. Hutchins

of

Canton

is rnoving into the house
foroccupied by F. E. Gibbs' famthis vi)Jage, and will
have a
the tannery.

-We
are well equipped with type,
stock and help. for printing town reports in a superior
manner
and at
short notice.
Send in your orders as
early as possible and avoid the rush.
-Mr.
Bradbury,
at the Point, is
delivering
some handsome
pine lumber at the 1 'old red building"
for L.
vV. Smith's
tannery.
It is heavy
plank, for the construction
of vats and
leaches.

-

----

gar for $r.oo at H. H. Burbank's.
-The
Good Templars'
new officers
were installed Monday eYening, Feb.
7, by Lodge Deputy E. N. Carver,
assisted by A. S. Hathaway
as Grand
Marshall,
and
E.
Adkins
as
Grand Sec.
Following
is a list of
officers:
C. R. Da\·is, C. T.;
Mrs.
Lizzie Nelson,
V. T.;
Mrs. E. I.
Washburn,
Sec.;
Mrs. A. R. Dorr,
Treas.;
Mrs. Hattie L. Davis, F. S.;
H. A. Ellis, Chap.;
W. \V. Mores,
NI.; Tina Dearborn,
D. M. ;
R.
Dorr, A. S.; Mrs. Cora Clitfurd,
I.
G.;
Asia Hayford,
0. G.;
Onie
Washburn,
R, H. S.;
Dora M.
Thompson,
L. H. S.; Otis M. Richardson, P. \V. C. T.

,,v.

A.

-State
Missionary
Noyes,
of
Waterville,
has begun a series
of
ro lbs. Rice for 50 cts. at H. IL Burmeetings
in Canton, aided
by the bank's.
Baptist
and Free Baptist
societies.
Notice.
Meetings
are held every afternoon
The members of the Canton Baptist
and evening.
Church Society are herebv notified to as~emble at the office of the" Canton TELE-The
village schools close Friday
PHONE, on Thnrsday, Feb. 24, 1887, at 7
of this week With a public examinao'clock P. M., to see what action the society will take, if any, in regard to leasing
tion in the afternoon.
Both departa right of way for a term of years, across
ments have
been very
successfully
said society's church lot in Ca11ton, to parmanaged.
Mr.Worthley
gives a 50- ties who may desire to erect a steam grist
mill adjacent thereto, and to the Rumford
ciable at Grange Hall, Friday
even- Falls & Buckfield Railroad Company.
J. C. DEARilOR!'., Church Cle1·k.
ing, to his scholars and friends

B. C. Waite is reported on the road home
from Canada with several fine horses.
E. Childs returned from Montreal Tuesday.
C. 1\1. Holland was at Paris ,vednesday,
at Probate Court, on account of the late
Hosea Benson.
A. E. Bradbury has a large contract for
pine plank and timber for the new tanne,·y
at Canton.
H.

Canton

Mt.

S. M. Coolidge, who was drawn for the
traverse jury, is Courting this week.
Mrs. Chas. Allen is visiting her son,
Ardean, of t h e firm Allen Bros., Phillips.
Mrs. Janet Harlow has arrived from Nebraska and is stopping with her daughter,
Mrs. Silas Wright.
Report says Charles Smith has sold his
farm to A. Holman of Livermore Falls.
Every one we meet speaks of the failure
of the Dennison Paper Co. It does seem
as though Canton is fated to this kind of
misfortune.
John Swett has sold his horse to Dr.
Adams of Wilton for $190.
At the last meeting of No. Jay Grange
P. of H., the following resolution was discussed: '·Resolved, that the liar is a worse
element in society than the thief." The
aflirmative was assigned to N. H. Campbell
and the negative to Warren Leland.
After
a very spirited discussion, in which a goodly number took part, it was decided in the
aflirmative, 19 to 24.
N. H. C.

Carthage.

will begin Tue,day, March 1st. under the
instruction of A. D. Park Esq.
On Thursday evening the 10th. Will S.
Marble was somewhat surprised by a party
of about 60 coming from Dixfield, Canton
and Canhage.
It was Willie's birthday,
yet he knew nothing of their coming.
He
received many very nice present,, among
which was a valuable diamond pin. The
company participated in all kinds of games
and plays; thus the evening pastime was
very enjoyable.
S. w. Cobb ofNorway,
was in town
last week advertising for Swan & Cobb,
photographers, of Norway, who will come
to Dixfield Feb. 21st. to remain one week.
C. T. Poor. L. M. Hervey and A. w.
Thomas, of Andover, stopped at the National House over night last week.
About six inches of snow fell here Friday. Breaking roads was in order Saturday.
Cold blustering winds has the Sabbath
all to itself.
A. B. C.
B. VI'. Eiliott was reinstalled ~faster of
Mt. Sugar Loaf Grange. of Dixfield, last
Saturday, for the third time.

East Sumner.
S. C. Heald has gone to Andover to look
after his dowel business there. Florian
E. Foye has charge of the lathes during
his absence.
Mr. Gates will close his school this week.
i The term has been very satisfactory and
profitable to all concerned.
• 0 f_ c anton was 111
• t'_ne Pla.:e
I c • R. • D avis,
on Fnday attendmg to calls for his dental
work.
Saturday was quite a rough day, blocking
th e roads quite badl_y.
Bennie Gerrish of Buckfield has bten up
buying potatoes, paying for them 45 cts.
per bushel.
Dennison has a few victims about here
that furnished wood for him. He owes one
party nearly $300.
Eastman is now sending out his second
Annual Seed Catalogue, and has fitted up
a seed department in his Post Office building. He believes in order and promptness
in all business affairs.
25 o below zero Monday morning.
SLOCUM.

I

IGa:,.;t R1un.Cor<l.
The snow storm and blow of Friday and
Saturday blocked our roads and they are
in bad condition now.
J. C. Parlin closed a successful term of
school last Friday.
Notwithstanding
the storm of Friday,
the masquerade came off at M. L. ,vyman's
and a good time reported.
M. L. Wyman returned to his business
in Mass., Tuesday.
When Wyman came
home, he took a high-blooded mare with
him that has a record for speed. He will
keep the mare one year longer for a Mass.
man.
16 o below zero Monday morning.
CHIPS.

The most of our sick are about the same.
LIVERMORE
FALLS.
Mr. M. S. ,1/inter and wife have been
spending a few days in Weld, visiting their
The village schools close this week.
friends and relatives.
An entertainment will be given by the
L. H. Macomber has been at home a scholars of the High school next Friday
week from Auburn, where he has been at evening, to consist of songs, recitations,
work in the shoe shop. He has been help- etc., also the drama entitled "Bread upon
ing his father get his wood. He intends the waters."
The store in Noyes' block recently vacato return to the shop.
Jan. 6th the people gave Elder Crockett ted by J. E. Bradbury & Co. is being rea donation at Mr. J. G. Murch's.
An oys- modeled and improved, and will be occuter supper was served. There were about pied by S. E. Perkins as a dry and fancy
6o present in all. Mr. Crockett got about goods store.
A Record's teams are hauling a large
$12 in money and other things amounting
to $18. They all seemed to enjoy them- quantity of spruce from Chas. Alden's
mill~ in Livermore.
selves very much. After suppen,as done
The dancing school in this village has
away they had some singing, which was
very good and a few remarks from .M:r. closed.
NEMO.
Crockett.
E.
No. TURNER.

DIXFIELD,
A. J. Lang's family are convalescent.
Several families of small children in the
village have had a disease called eczema
or errythema, but it is now pronounced to
have been chicken-pox.
Geo. Smith is
~ick with the same at Farmington.
Geo. W. Brown has had a new sign
painted by P. S. Kilgore & son. We all
wish George success 111 his new busines~.
S. M. Virgi~ has put in some very nice
ice for the National House. The cakes
were from 12 to 14 inches thick alter sawing the snow ice off.
The spring term of Dixfield Ac.'ldemy

No.7.

Subscfrotlcn, $' ,50 Per YJa.r.
$1.25 '.f ?a,i6. iu Advance.
1

\Villacds Dist,. school, taught
Callie Green, closed Friday.

by Miss

Mnrn.
There will be a high school at No. Turner this spring, taught by Mr. Elisha Pratt.
Phineas Richardson Jr. of Rangeley, was
in town last week vh.iting relatives.
E. E. Fuller of Livermore House was in
town Saturday, the 12th.
Mrs. Otto Shnuer is reported ill with
diptheria.
SPECSO.

Mexico.
F. C. Richards has let,his farm to John
E. Richards for a term of three years.
John is a good fellow, and a great worker,
and we hope he may do well. We surmise
that John intends to get a partner in the
spring to help him a10ng with his work in
the house.
F. C. Richards has moved to Kimball's
Mills.
Mr. R. and son are doing a good
business at their mill sawing birch.
Mrs. Freeman Smith is sick with a ver_v
bad cold and cough.
Mrs. S. B. Brackett who was reported
sick in N. Y., is much better now.
We have plenty of snow here; have to
break roads about every day.
X. Y. Z.
Nearly every paper has had an account
in it ofa stage coach in the mountain
regions of the Vl'est tipping over and the
fall of a woman sonie hundred feet. A
son of Mrs. Bardwell, well-known to many
readers of the Telephone, was one of the
occupants of the coach and was injured
considerably by the fall he had.
Dr. and Mrs. Binford were on their way
from Dixfield, when by a loosening of a
hold back strap, the sleigh ran on to the
horse's heels. To escape a kick.both rolled out of the sleigh.
Mrs. B. was somewhat injured.
The Dr. escaped unhurt
but the ,leigh needs repairs.
Mrs. Wm. M. Hall, far from well, has
returned to her home.
l\Irs. L. H. Reed remains
about
the
same as she has been for two weeks.
Henry A. Rolfe has taken up quarters
with I. E. Gleason.
Poplar haulers are worrying somewhat
about the Canton Pulp Mill condition.
CYPHER,

RUMFORD

CENTRE.

There is a large rock on White Cap that
has resisted the efforts of a great many
men who have t, ied to dislodge it. Its
weight is calculated to be 40 or 50 tons.
Next summer it i« proposed to take a holiday and all hands witness the old fellow
take his final leap, and notice will be given in the TELEPHONE.
The mill will get into working order
this week. It is p1onounced to be a very
convenient mill.
There is not much doubt in the minds
of many but that the rail,·oad from Bry•
ants Pond will be pushed through the coming summer.
X.

West

Sumner.

The 8pring term of tl~e West Sumner
1-Iighschool will begin Monda_v, Feb. 21st.
under the instruction of E;. L. Tuell. A
good term is looked for.
There is some sickness about town yet.
Dr. Bisbee is pretty busy. Walter Ryerson is troubled wi th a bad specie of rheumatism; also C. W. Field. Mr. Field is
confined to the house.
The cold wave has struck us.
Chas. Ilandley has completed a "brannew" sleigh, (a dandy.)
Charley is a
good workman.
P.

Weld.

E. J. Foster has returned from Portland,
being called home by th e sickness of his
wife.
A. L. Sheaff, representative of the Bible
Society of Maine, is canvassing this town
obtaining religious statistics and supplying
Frank Kilbreth is confined to the house destitute families with Bibles, and selling
with sore eyes.
at cost to those who wish to purchase.
Mrs. Childs, widow of the late Capt. Mr. Sheaff preached at Union church the
vVm. Childs, is very low.
6th, after which he presented the interests
Danville Snell is about the same.
ot the society to an attentive audience.
Plenty of cold weather and sickness in
Religious services were held at the town
No. Turner. Dr. Adams has ~en•n patients. house Sunday afternoon.
A.
L. D. Farrar has returned from Auburn
where he has been attending Court.
C. A. Libby of North Wayne, has leasThe under&iined wishes to give notice
ed a part of\Villard's Mill at No. Turner. that Geo. B. Staples is buying· wood for
He has bought a large quantity of oak and fued and poplar wood on his own account
and has been since last fall, and not as
birch for dowels.
agent fr>l' the Denison Paper Mfg. Co.
Bean street intends t,> keep cool this
DENISON PAPER MFG. CO.
3m4
summe1·-8 teams hauling ice Wednei..da:·· By ADNA T . .DENISON, Pres.

•ro The Public.

th0 peo:iI<>
\'iigher the sur1 dances the better they are
bavcnoticcdtbat:JQoutoflO)of
pleased. But the pigions at the first blow of who sow wild oats nevet re_ap any other
the north-cast storm hie to the dovecot, and crop- they sow to the wmd an<l th ey
when the birds of prey, with flashing eye reap' the whirlwi n cl.· The church_ has
and iron beak and tilt.by talons come down touod out that itis easi3r to !map a tram on
·rn:c IlROOKLYX
DIVINIJ'S
SUN• the nigeons, the doves, immediat?ly hie to the track than to get it on the track. whed
DAY ·SERMON.
the dovecot. And so it is with those who once it i, 01f tha trafick. tThd3 e.,t·pe;~e~cet
come here to-day, who enter the Kmgdom of reinsman checks the ery s ee • a
e H'S
God. They come, what forl For shelter.
jump, for he kno,rn th at if it get .und e_rfull
Sin has been after them. Soi row has been swing and its hoof strike fire and it t_:i.ke~~e
after them. You are followed out by your
b1t 10 its teeth. the. momentum 1S_ i~ieSubjc~:
"The Flying Dovcs.1J
dog when you want him to go back, and you s:stible. And so we reJ~i~. ~t thedcommo
bid him home. You start on your walk, look the young. Oh, that Chi i,t to- ay wou
back and the dog is following You say
take all these fhwers of youth ant;na~
T&XT: "Who m·e these that fly as a croud, "Back with vou, home with yo~." You g~ them into a garlan~ for His own . e,s • 1
11
and as the doue.s to their u:iriclows Y"-Isaiah
fi~k augactfter a:d w~Jlth ac;~C:
Ytr{~~\~~~tsa,J,nr ~:ufe:Ct:!!
;d;f:t~'f:-1
r~a!1y
Ix.'~he is still following you, and will not go back. par_ish. Her cheek on the pillow was as
When God would set fast a beautiful
f'o, too, after every man there is some sin white as the snow 011 the casem,ent.
thought He plants it in a tree. ·when He following; where Jie goes this sin goes; where Loved ones _stood around the couch. 'they
would make it tloattl::ewaters Ha fashions it he stays this sin stays: tryin"' to destroy could not give her up. The;Yseemed to 1~ 0
iuto a fish. When He would have it gllae him, trying to tempt him aw"a.y from the trymg to hold h_er ba~k m this wor d.
the air He molds it into a bird. For sowe right trying to overthrow him Evervman
Father could not give her up. Mother coul
of us the :;tructure and habits of birds have has s~me besettino- sin For ~very dove a not give her up; and one nearer_ an\l deai:e~
a very great fa,ciuation.
The blackbird,
!'awk. These who co~e to-day are com- tban father or ?'1other was_f~·~;1tic:vit~~tdo
1:·oating like a t,ako of the clarknes; mg for ,helter. 'f1:1eysay practically: "If
!lshe_stood the\~; I sai~ •. f,Man~i
°;alma"'f'
through tbe sunshine.
The meadow lark, there is auy power m prayer, pray for me; rou feel to-day.
She sa:d.
t. 1
,, .,
with bead of fawn and throat of velvet, and if there is anythin"'in Christian as·ociation
[ feel happy, I feel very happf· I wish
br~ast of gold.. 'l'he 1·edrlaniiugo, tlyiug orer let me try its influ~ce; if there is ~nything
~ou would tell a'.l _the young f~lks next
the swamp like a spark strack from the forge m kindly surroundings, let me have it.,, ?unda~, that religion will ma.rn them
of the setting sun. 'l'he pelic-an, black and "Where thou goest 1 will go. Thy people nappy.
As I l~ft the roo!n, above the sohwhite, morning :tnd night tangled in bis shall be m:v people, thy God my God. Where bing ann the wa1lm, of grief wai beard-I
O
1O
1
c!~is~et~~°ia: ~ !?1
t~~Ie~~es~A:;fo1c1Je d~ns~
j~~~!~I1t
~~t~r•;~e~~~~n~'G
~d_°;i~t~~
vadllating between th3 two. I do not won- also if aught but neath nart thee and me." we will meet again ou the other side the
dAr that Audubon took his gun and tramped
They come for shelter. When trouble comes river." On the following Sabbath we gaththrough the American rorn,ts to tiucl some to you, you take valerian t~ soothe the nerves, ,rad for her burial. and out ot the conserva-

ll'
•
REVl • DR• TALl{AGE

'THE TELEPHONE.
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CANTON, OXFORD CO., ME.

GREATMEN'SWJ-llMS,
Peculiarities
cans
Statesmen

and

Scientists

Crack-Walking

fJ

I

of Some
of Prominence.

Ameri•

Who Have the
Craze,

to the Bostc~
men have whims
as well as small ones, and public perIt is figured out that the wheat growsonages are frequently
very queer upon
ers of north Dakota, in spite of the high
some particular
thing.
Probably
cxrates of transport11tion, have an advantAttorncy-G
neral
Brewster
had
tho,
age of 7 cents a bushel over the farmei'S
strangest
conceit of any man who ever
of Iowa, 14 cents over those of Nebrascame to Washington.
He liked an open
ka, and 16 cents over those of Kansas,
grate fire, but somehow he detested theon account of the difference in the price
color of coal.
The contrast of the black
of land.
coal and the reel and blue flames was
most
distasteful
to him; so his servants
An artesian well now being bored in
had orders to splash the fuel liberally
St. Augustine, Fla., is twelve inches in
with whitewash, which he kept on hand
diameter, uncl is the largest artesian we!
for the purpose.
If there was such a
in the world.
It is now flowing at the
thing as white coal, Brewster would pay
rate of 7,000,000 gallons in twenty-four
8
0
more for it than any other man living.
hours.
The well is now 760 feet below
~f:ea ~~~;;\'~e;!a1?sf
ttifi~~ thet:~l~g~;~ ~;~(~·.: b~£~~e t~~u~1~~~ }af1°a~~vi;he
;c;·rh:~!1;~~~~~:l~;.i1flfh:i~~::~tci°;b\~:~
Of late years.
claw in the new reel sandstone. Tbe1e is fail. '!'hen you trv the excitements of busi- (here was only one bright and delig,:htedfa~e; Ben Butler ha, a whim.
the surface, and is being deepened every
enough ot bod's arc-hitecture in a snipe's bill uP,SS,or you try the merry makin2: of the •hat was the face of_ l◄'aunie_. .Kelig10u had he is seldom without a piece of slippery
day.
01· a grouse's foot to contouucl a·: the univerclubrooms; but you are like the dove that made her h:3-ppywhile she _live::!,aud happy
sities. Musicians have ti-iecl with bars and went out from the ark. It flew to the north when she died, and has mac1e her happy for- elm in his mouth, which he declares isQuails, which about five years aagi-~ ~~ ~s ;~J"e~~;:s:~1ii~~e ~~ t~f0 ~~-~tfi,~~i~;
t;:~:t\:~s/t:~t~
~~;~~~~;i ~~~ s~~tk'. ~~;'.··
~~ ~of.i~dt~h!x~~~~g ~~n'e8n~g: an admimble specific for nervousness.
11
ivcre nearly exterminated
in Ohio,
that a child uotwas is the swallow at toe idg but a waste of watei·s in which floated l~on_at the c_oming of these young men. Years ago Butler was a smoker.
Then
becomin"' very abundant there.
A car- • eaves ot the house, while graudfatbel'
the carcasses of the dead world, and the first L.:hrist_H,mself di_edwh le yet a young man,
he took what is known ns dry smokeresponcl:nt of the Cincinnati Commercial
ct·oonf1eeos::I_
tohte1tsno'?,tbhi·i·das.
~~B11etll[1uollcl
tohtefcorwuli;1bosf
solid thing the clove touched after leaving the :rnd His syn:i,path_rosgo out toward ~he young.
"
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But while this great flock have come mto slippery elm, and there is no telling
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Glover
of Louis,
who
One of the greatest enemies of the sal• aud he cries out in the v,ords of my text:
All we can boast, till Christ we know
tbe doves. You go out with a handful of Congressman
mon and the salmon fisheries in OrPITOn "Who are tbese that fly as a cloud, and ns
Is vanity and toil.
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corn or ~heat, and they fly all around you. is about to marry the wealthy l\1iss Patten
-o
the doves to their wioclows/''
But where the Lord has planted grace,
They alight on your shoulder, and your
of this city, is a tolu fiend, and the first
is the sea lion.
It is estimated ti.int half erJ~~fe'.s a ~cO~~~:~~~/:a,~~~r~;~~!l3;i'~?~~:
And made His glories known,
hats, and yogr hea~ and yti°u feed them,
thing he does in the morning, when he·
the salmon that come lnto the Columbia
day we baul it iii. On other days we send
Th.AJ~t~:efJoe:;;,nly
peace are found.
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He chews it all clay, and
captured Ly these big beasts, which also fight the battle; to-clay we claim victory
''Well, that is according to a law of nature vearsl And yet you have flown away beloved tolu.
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rumor says that it is the J_ast thing he
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of dollars.
Vast numbers of them conprayed for tho ad,·ancement of. this church,
child. Somebody came in and said: "Well, haud,and yet you have been flyin!("the other removes at night.
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and spirit
of consecra- in that? None at all. You lost your prop- morning, after a severe winter tempest, you movement of jaws hour alter ~.hour does
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this 'harvest home. arty.
A· fr:end
came in and said: have gone out and you have seen dead birds not aclcl anything to what little beauty
Oh themer~y of God. People tell me it is a "Well, it only shows that riches are tll over the snow, so there will be a
Senator Beck's whim is that he
calities.
notion. '!'hen I put on it four swift sailing very uncertain."
Yon knew that before. hime come when all those who re- ho has.
crafts, with choice rigg_ing and with comi:ass No comfort
It is miserable quackery when joct His mercy and despise the G::,spel will cannot speak unless he arises with a penThe number of applicants
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'·Haveyou
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and tlleu come back, and ths,y fold their
says: "The mountains may depart and the did . not _tell you of it,
Th3 prob-- entire length of Pennsylvania avenue as
11ext to France.
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The population of France is not quite
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stationary, the census for 1886 showing
or Gods mercy." Mercv, mercv I I sino- it
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After being
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Alsace and Lorraine,
which took away persons join a church the first natural ques- flies across the sea to get rid of the
··How far is it from here to hell?" said a
not
b3
given,
he
replied:
nearly 2,000,000 people directly nncl intion that arises is, who al'e they l "\¥hat has wiutry
blast.
The heron, the gross- scoffer on horseback one Sunday marning,
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l~~~t,r~i
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a.-e
all
migratory.
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a
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on
"I
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crack-walkdirectly.
However,
the growth
of
1
so Jookmg off upon this great multitude who Tnev have no home .tJut tne pio-eons tne the way to church. "How far is it from ing habit for twenty years.
In the first
France is very slow compared with that
to-day bave co,mected themselves with the doves spoken of in the text, they" hav~ the here
to hell\". ~t then~_,:t turn o-f the road
th e hors_e
C
dovt1cot for the summer and for the winter.
thi e" the 1irler, and he was place, I started just for fun, to see if I
of other European countries
from which
w~;1~i~f m;~~~i~• ''~h~Ire
\iatt~;
It is a perpetual home like the warm heart of •lashed mstantl:r
to death. . He found could avoid stepping on a crack in going
the emigration is much heavier. Germany
as a cloud and as the doves to their windows/
Christ, the dovecot of eternal mercy. Oh, out ho:W fa,: it was to rum without
They are sl!!ves who have been emancipated.
how many have found the mercy and favor
mtormat10u from the church deacon. a certain l1istance. I found that I could,
has now risen to some 46,000,000, and
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and I made up my mind to keep it up
the British Isles, which, at the beginning
~~r,~;i;e:i~~d:~:;
~::te~~~i~;dil!~oi~
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\~e::.~e~"e~~:[:~
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v~:;,.o~vea;}:· to ruinf"
I &nswer; for that day. As I had a certain amount
of walking to do, at first this craze was
lation of France,
arc now about even :~J~:n!~e 'rit~ fl~i~e~nt~ t~~;i~?g:f:J~!s°i!
perpetual
and
loving Christ.
What
"Perhaps this very day
cause they 1:IYlo~. The eagle darts up as does the Psalmist say! '' We come unThy last accepted time may be;
a sort of pleasing diversion.
Then it bewith it.
though
with bis beak to strike
the der the feathers of the Almighty." Our for- Oh' shouldst thou grieve Him now- away,
came a settled habit.
I have tried to
sun, and many of the other birds flv tunes t11ay drop ten degre"s below zel'o. The
Then hope mny never beam on thee."
Prof. E. C. Pickering, of the Harvard
so high that sometimes they· appear snows of trouble may fall around us. the
Would that mv Lord God would show you break it up time and time again, but it
College observatory,
remarks that the like specks against the sky. and you ~!f!cc;fafse~~e~~!\tnm~;~t!\t~o~rhit~stt
~~~~ ~\~t/::;;c1 h:~\p y;~~ t~yd~r1r :, tt~i has such a hold on me that I presume I
many millions of dollars spent upon as- ~~n:h~\t~~ oft~:~i;~~~:;g~:
i~ei! ~;:;;::
Home, safely home, in the heart of God,
when the last great terror shall spread its will remain a crack-walker
to the encl of
~an discharges his gun at them they are so nothing can disturb us. Nothing can over- two great wings over our world and with
tronomy during the last two or three
high up they do not for an instant change throw us. The everlasting God is our shel- talons of death shall clutch for thy soul, it my clays. There is one peculiarity about
centuries haYe, yielded
returns
whose
their course. But the pigeons fly low. They t~r. The Sheriff may sell us out and our- cannot barm thee, for thou art in the safe crack-walking,
and that is that 1f I
value cannot be estimated.
Aside from fly all around the r<?ofof the house; they fly comfortable homes may go into the hands of dovecot of a Savior's mercy. What does the
ar~uncl the door. 'I hey are afraid of great
strangers; hut Christ, our home, is a home dove in the coop care for the hawk in the should happen, by accident, to step on a
the knowledge gained of other worlds
altitudes.
They never make any high forever
And yet I hear people tctlking as sky1
•
crack, it would upset me for the clay.
excurs1ous.
They are lilce the souls though when a man became a Christian he
"Come in! Comeinl
and of the laws governing the universe,
Whenever I ham done this I always go
who this day come into the dove- put out on a trackless moor,as though he went
Eternal glory shalt thou win."
the info:·mation
obtained
concerning
cote of God's mercy, wantin"' no hi<>h wandering in tbe rands of a great Sahara.
back and step over the crack.
I can't
things, willing to come down at the feet of No. "As doves to the windows."
this world has been of enormous practitell why I do it, but I do: Several
Christ, willing to crawl under the table and
This great flock of souls that come into the
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cal importance.
Safe _and certain com- take the crumb, that fall from the Master's Kini.dom of God to-day, are like cloves to
times I have made up my mind to for8
table. Not so were thev once Once they their windows, because they come in flocks. Stat,mel'!
W,"et{u~;.':.~o1:,Yf.'"¥"/:;;.';,~
Burled
munieations
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get all about my misstep on my way to
were proud;. once they were puffed up, once The buzzard, ~ith_ filthy wing, flitting_ up
has been secured, together with accurate
they were mexorable; once perhaps teey I from the carr10n, 1s alone. You look mto
Delegate Cain of Utah denies the Brigham the office, but I couldn't.
I have even
maps, and the precise l1ctermination
of were very bard to please, but not no,v. They the sky and once in a while you can find a Young resurraction story published in a deshave changed their course;
they have solitary bird winging by; hut thB dov,,s patch from Nebraska. He says he saw Young sat down here for two hours iu a nertime.
These results have a pecuniary
come into the dovecot of God's mercy. spoken of in the text come in flocks. So
But they fly low.
They remember
these souls to-day come by scores and bun- buried. He knows his body was in the coffin, vous terror, trying to overcome the feelvalue which would repay many times
the . years ot' their sin-sins
of b, y- clrecls, whole
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No,; and he knows that i e now lies in his tomb ing, and at the encl put on my coat and
the total of all astronomical
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a . straggler
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up under a JO-tun stone. Another Utah man,
dark broodmg, deathful sins sins a"'ainst with
an army, but a solid column. an anti-Mormc,n, now in Washington, sa_rs hat and walk down the street to step
tures.
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doubt
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story
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I k!!ow others
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A correspondent
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a
wax
against along eternity. They remember all rams or not; but the rush of an unmistal<ahle fi,ure wa; ,hurietl in an imillttion of the that are as badly aillictecl as I am. They
crat says "it is amusing to anyone who these thin<>"s. They fly low. 1 have heard ~bower. Not the rakmg up of a fe,y glean- Sav:our's tomb, instead of Young, and are all people of highly nervous tcmper~has Jived in Mexico to read the accounts
that in E;gland, in an institution of cha, ity mgs, but .. th e full sheaves tossed i1;1,tuth0 insist that Young was bidden, to be ·•resur- mcnts."
where people are taken and cared for, that gal'ner.
As doves to th e1r wm do~s. Some rectecl" at som9 oppol'tune moment .. At first
of the Mexican revolutions.
"\Vhat before they take off the rags of their poverty of them are young, you have noticed, and it was to be when the .M.ormoas were to be
would he called a saloon fight in St. and wash off the filth of ther abomination
~he firSt tim_e th ey use th eir wmgs is to fly transplan -ed t~ Moxico, bu, the schem9 was
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Mexico.
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8, N. GARVER, Editor and Prop.rlekr,
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PEARLS OF THOUGHT.

It i's difficult to combine patience with
grief.
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Sin may be clasped so close we cannot
aoe 1ts face.
The foolish and the dead alone never
change their opinions.
The generous hand is the hand to
cling to when the path is difficult.
The man who cannot mind his own
business is not to be trusted with the
:king's.
When a man wants to find fault he
will do so if he has to spend all his
time looking for it.
The comedy of life begins in the
cradle, the drama at the altar, and the
tragedy ends at the grave.
.A.II human discoveries seem to be
made only for the purpose of confirming
more strongly the tiuths that come from
on high and contained in tho sacred
writings.
There can be no peace in human life
without the contempt of all events. He
that troubles his head with drawing consequences from mere contingencies shall
never be at rest.
Some people Lave no perspective in
their cunscience.
Their moral convictions arc the same on all subjects. They
are like a reader who speaks every word
with equal emphasis.
One may say, generally, that no deeply-rooted tendency was ever extirpated
by adverse argument. Not having origi.
nally been fc,unded on argument, it canno.t be destroyed by logic.
A flippant, frivolous man may ridicule
others, may controvert them, scorn
them; but he who has any respect for
himself seems to have renounced the
right of thinking meanly of others.
Tile Senses a.s All'rcted by Sex.
If the senses are taken seriatim it will
be evident that they are not parallel in
men and women. The latter possess, in
a much greater degree, the perfection
of the sense of touch; those occupations
that require extreme delicacy of manipulation, such as lace-making,
embroidery, bead-stringing,
etc., ar/J therefore
usually followed by women.
As regards the sense of hearing we are not
aware of any experiments or observations on the relative perfection of the
sense in the two sexes ; and the same
may be said as regards the sense of
sight, which appears to be equally acute
in_women and in men. In the extreme
delicacy of taste it is probable that men
excel. Whether they do so naturally,
or in consequence of the cultivation of
men's palates, is, perhaps, lL moot question; but that they excel not only as
gourmands but also as gourmets may be
accepted as an established fact, and the
accurate perception of the delicate shades
of difference distinguishing
different
brands and vintages of wine is much
more frequently found in men than 1D
women. As regards the sense of smell,
some exceedingly conclusive • experiments have been made by some American savants which appear to subvert our
pre-conceived opinions.
The experiments were performed with prussic acid
and other strongly odorous substances on
forty-four males and thirty-eight
females, and it was found that in nearly
all cases the sense of smell was about
double as acute in men as in women.
The cause of the difference in t];iis matter between men and women is quite unknown, as is the object of the distinct;.pn; but it has one practical bearing
that may be borne in mind. The employment of strong and potent perfumes
by women may depend on their less
acute sense of smell; and they would do
w~ll to bear in mind the fact that odors
and perfumes which may be quite pleasant to them mny be almost overpower •
ing and decidedly unpleasant to in:1ivitluals of the other sex. -London Queen.

Tho Sea Liou and the liahnou.
William Arnold has been gunning for
sea lions of late at Tillamook and witl.t
good success, having already 246.
'l'he
bodies of these huge beasts blown ashore
lined the beach for miles. While others
have been writing letters
about fish
wheels, trap3 and pound nets, 11Ir. Arnold has taken his little gun and done
g~od, practical work for the preservation of our salmon interests and salmon
nets.
The sea lion was doubtless
created for some useful purpose, probably to prevent salmon from becoming too
numerous. Vast numbers of them congregate at Tillamook Rock and at Seal
Rocks, a Jew miles wuth and near the
shore, where they live at their ease and
prey upon tl.Jc shoals of salmon entering
thu Columbiu. It is estimated that half
the salmon which come into the Columbb in the early p;irt of the season are
captured by scr, lions, which also da'llagc
nets to the amount of thousands of .dollars. -f Portlanu O:-c;;:onian.

The Etrects ofIUcntal
Exhnn~tion.
Many diseases, c•pecially those of the nera.re thepr.xtucts
o( daily renewed
mental exhau.::-t:on. Busine~:savocat:ons oflen
in vol\ e an amon .t. or u1c11tal wear and tear
nry preJudici,.,
to physical
heallh, and the
protessions, if arduously pnrsucJ, are no les:;
debtruct,vo to lira.in a.nJ nerve tl~sne. It is one
of the most important auribut es of Hostetter·s
i:iLomach Bil. ecs, tliat it compenrntes
for this
undue lo:,s ol t,ssue, and tJiat it imparts new
energy to tho brain ,ind nerves.
'l'ne ra.p"dity
wi,th wich it. rene'•"·s weake ed mental energy
and physical vitalitl' is remarkable,
and shows
that its invigora.~mg propertie'i
are ot the
highest
orde . H.eside, _ increasin~
vital
sta.mina
antl countel'actm,;:- the et!ects
ot
mental 't•xhans io11, this potential medicine
cures c1.nfl prevents
fever and ague, rheumata.en1. chronic dy:-,t-Jep5ia, and constipation,
kidnev and uterine
heakne::s and other complri..ints. Pn~ slt:ians also co1nmend it as a
medicated stimu,ant
and 1em,dy,
voussyste:l1,

Open or transparent lace stripes are
seen on som~ beautiful ganzes, which
give the c1foct of richest embroidery,
when m'ldc 11p over n c0lorecl silk slip.
"Yes: I shall

b·e3.k the fng.agement."
s~e
and looK:1n~ 'rif·fl. tnt: :~1t
trcullle to converse w:th

S<lid, told inc lter arms

is really

tio mud1

Dr. Morse, physician
at Marine Hospital,
Baltimore, Md., found Red Star Cough Cure a
harmless
anu most elfettive
remedy in tho
cure of coughs.
He recommends
it especially
,or children wl10 are irritable
and obstinate,
~s p·e:,, 0 ant to t.a'rn anJ prompt in its effect.
~Ile, tweµty-five cents.
T\\'elve
carloads
of popla.r
blocks
ehlpped from Fretleric, Mich .. eYerY week
be manufactured

England Imports about $18,000,000 wo1t'' of
mohair
every year, and the impression
is
spreadingthat >1!most every Western state
wonlcl 1ind tl1e Angoras profitable.
The man in love with
rival.
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"Delays
arc Dange1·ous.''
Jt iou ar0 pale, emnciated.
have a hacking
cou.;h,vvi1J1 nigat-swcats,
s1.nttin.r or b'.ood a~1d

slio1·tness ot t,reatt1, l ou have no time to lose.
Vo not besit:tfe 10, Jong-Iii!
rou are pa.st
ture; for, t·tken in its early stages. consumption can be cure,! by the use of Dr. Pierce's
·Gnld-en J\.fedwal 1Ji5covery" as thoUEands can
tc, ti!y. By drurgists.
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farmer found a
piece of g·olcl weighing i.ve grains iu the crop
of a turkey.__
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Its fttrfose
dz"sease and the reli'ef ()_/jnz·n, and that it does all iJ
claims to do, tliousands of lad1'es can gladly testify.
It has stood the test of twenty years in relieving periodical pain, promoting rcbularity of se~soos, and banishing
weakness, backache and consequent nervous distress.
Prabably no other woman in the world receives so
many "letters of thanks" as Lydia E. Pinkham, ot
Lynn, Mass. Mrs. B-of Enfield, N. H., says:

J,'Jve.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Price

Js a peculiar medicine.
rt ts carernlly prepared
from Sarsaparilla,
Dandelion,
Mandrake, Dock,
Pips 1sse.,,·a, Juniper Berries, and other well-known
and valuable vegc-table remedies, by a peculiar combination, proportion and process, giving to Hood's
Sarsaparilla curative powt'.!r not possessed bv other
medicines.

Hood's

H:!:

!1~~~;

••...,?"C'Z3EJ

U.

liacl·way,~
~very

Has met peculiar and unparalleled su cess at home.
such bas become its popularity in L:rwell, Mass.,
where it is made, that whole neighborhoods ara
taking it at the same time. Lowell druggists sell
more or Hood's Sarsaparilla than or all other Sarsaparillas or bloo'I purifiers. SI; six tor $5. Sold by
druggists. Prepared only by C. I. HOOD & CO.,
Apothecaries, Lowen, Mass.
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orgaris, bv tllie appJica.tio11.
A halt to a tea.spoonful iu half a tumbler or w&tat'
Will in a few minutes cnro Ct·a.,llps, Spa,;m.s, S'>llt'
Stoma.ch, Ilearf,b11ru, Nervo1\suess, SlooplcsOJn.039.
Sick Headache, Dia.rrhcea, Dyseutery. Cvlic, .Fla.ta~
lencr,aud all internal pb.las.

Chills

L

IA

and Fever, Fever
Ague Conquered.

and_

RADWAY'S READY RELIEF
Not on:y carCls 1he patient

,:efzed with this terrible
district~, whe:re the
Malaria or Ague extsts, but ir people expose l to ts
1
t~'.!nt~vi:rbl ;i~\\11~~is tfi~t~~1ctJ~~~~t¼~<~ i1~
or water and eat. say, a rra'!ker they wi,1 e~cape attacks. Thi.-; DHl!--.'tl,e don1;: Oaf ore goln'.{ out.
Tl1ore is not a r<>medtal tWent to the w0r:Ld thll.t, ,,-tlt
1
1
~~~~~r 1~~-~1~~~j~1:~11):1
Y,{; i;
•oqnickasllAU\VAY'S
READY 1tEL1EF.
Fifty cent, per bottle.
Sohl by dr111nrlsts.

\ toe to scttlc:rs rn n~wly-.J,ettled

~1

;ri~t
1 1
:

:PAINor sel(-llt'nlal.
Pal" whPn curc>d. Hnnrl.cJomo
bookr1·eo. DR.O.J.,vk:AT111t1rnY,Kan.~asCity,Mo.

N}tS:

{£11\\~

-

0PI U M HA B 1·r~g;v•;f1\.:.~~t~ DR.

RADWAY'S
Only Genuine)

(The

THURSfON'S~~~~aOOTHPOWDER
SARSAPARILLIAN
RESOLVENT!
The Great Blood Purifier,
For cure of nll cbronfc diseases, Scr~rula, Blood
TaJnt,;, Syph11ltlcr.owpla1nts, Consumption, Oland•
u1a.r DI.was~. Ulcen. OhreaJo Rheumatism,
Eryslp-

-

1
~~8;~!,
flflCt1!~~di{;J~nfu~~e~n~o,}~~~~t;urf/l!;

the lilood. restoring
~old

health a.ad vigor.

by D1•1t1?!!i~t111. $1 1w1· Tiotr1<-.

-

DR. RADWAY'$

PILLS

The Great Liver and Stomach Remedy

For the cure of all di~orfiers of tho Stom:a.ch, LI ver.
Bowels. Kirl.uovR. Bla.ct<lerrNervous Diseases. Loss ot
Appetite, Headache, CostivenesR. Iucligesti0n. Blllommess, l 1'ever, I:nflamma.tion of the Bowels. Pilat
a.ncla.11der<t-1•~omeutsul the lutern.1.l Viscera.. Pur&lv veg-t:tablc. containint: no mcrcnry, mlnera.la or
deleterio11~ drntts.
Price 25 couts per Uox. Sold by all dr11ggist9.

ANTI-BILIOUS
PILLS,

THE GREAT ENGLISH
For Liver, Illle, Indlgeatfon,
i~ln;t
+::ttrt
·m ¥rt--

Reiuh
U.elicf i!'4 a. Snrn ()11ro t.1t
Pain, Sprn.in~, flrui!'le.•h Pa.ia.5 i.ll

tJae ':I:~"ifi~~tC!~1:ii"j!

Sold by nil Drur:a:loto.

REMEDY

DYSPEPSIA.!

Freei rr~m Mer,.
1

etc.

:cC~t~~CiliJ1,J?£N,l0~;'1~~w
~~e1~~nt&

Dr. Undway'"'
Pill" a.rs a. cure for this corn.
plaint. Tiley rest.uro ~trongth to the stomach a.ud.
1
11
1
~
~
tbe system to cn11tract disea.se.s. Ta.ke t.lte 1ut1Uicins
'-i°~~~i~ti0~1~~~~~~1~~c~f~ 0£~~1:v6 what we su la
W-Seud ~ lot.tar stamp to UR. RAD \VAY &
f.!fai~~a4:;d~;fu!~:p.rre11 Su·eet, Ne,v York, tor

~fD~:/~,J~ia
d1;~~~~a~~~nfi~!,1ttr.~em
t~11~Ll\i\~

ADVERTISEMENT
BEYO

EN}lRGOS_
--~

DIFF'ICUL T BREATHINC.

Sarsaparilla

Js the best blood purifier Uefore the public. It
eradicates ever:,· impurity and cure:; Scrofula, Salt
Rheum, Boils, Pimples, an Humors, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Sick Headache. lndfi:.:estion, General Deb111ty, Catarrh, Rhcumatlsm, Kfd 11ey and Liver complaints, overcoroe3 that ttrecl fee:llng, creates an appetite and builds up the system.

Relier

m

II

ClJ'RES AND PRlr.VE'.'lT~

CURES THJI:WORST PAT'<S !n frnm one to twonlf
Jninute,i. NOT ONE HOUR afto1· roading this a.ilYerti~euir,:nt nP"d any one SUFJ{.l.£R\VIl'U PA(N'.

you recommend it to be. II has done""
/,Vorltis oj
gotJd," Another lady writes from Ottawa as follows: ''I
have just to-day boughtthe seventh bottle of your Vege•
table Compound, have used two boxes of Pills and several packages of your Sanativc \Vash, and think it hut
right to tell you how much good I derived from your medicine!!, They are a regular- Cod-send. All the pains
and aches have almo~t disappeared, my stomach is much
stron;er too and I feel myself improved every way/'

J~~ilh~COCKLE'S

1

t&tJi.:

•

*

of war with Mexico in

~~;pi~~~:t f/~~~ec~-\;;ea~adn
1
0
~
l~g1~~{~~~~,
~:dw:ei~:h!~
lull iufor1naLion atH ut ,, ork that you can do
ancl live at home. eacning thereby from $5 to
$25 "'nd upwards
daily. i:iome have earned
over $50 in a <lay. Capital not required; you
are started
free. All is new. Both sexes.
All ages. Pay, as ,ibove guaranteed,
from firs!
gt art.

•

Colds, Coughs, Soro Throe!, i"nfluenza.Bro11•
chilis, Pneumonia, Swelling of Iha· Joints,
ANY WOMAN
Lumbago, Inflammations, RheumaSuffering
from Kidney Dia•
lis'm, Neuralgia, Frostbites, Chilease or from troubles pe•
culiarto
hereex.
blains, Headache, Tooth•
ache, Asthma.
is solely for tlie l,1;ili111at, 1,,,.1z;,&'o.f
WILLHELl:'

I 00 Doses One Dollar

Ahend.

There is great danger

N.E.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

''"\.Vo,ncn and IJc1· Discn,-cs"
ls tho u:;e of nn intei.-est,ing iUustrate·d trea.tise 11oupages) sent, postpaid. for JO cents in
stamp,.
Addrns, Worid'• D.spensary Medical
Association, Buffnlo. N, Y.

RRR

E~\~~1Co~~\':t8~~~
"I will simply say that your Vegetable Compound is all

..

The Callaghan
rancll In Texas contains
60,000 sheep an-t H000goats.
Abom :J0OOof the

sheep
rancll.

has a

you have u Coli!, Cough, (dry-hacking)
~;~~\~{g3,~r~~~~f>~:Jt'il~tJ;., 5
(Corrnwnpliom Oil) will relieve instantly-heals
and cures. !:1rice_2.'JC.,&Oc.an~~3 111011
th~' treu tmen t for r>Oc. Pi so's Remedy for Catarrh.
8oltl Ly druggists.

tt:~r/,;;_;\~t1it~ra1~1~s\~:'S~e~rcfes~~~:
~;;~
t:
hawksa.nds').t"'isdis!!usti
g.'
Don't break
the eugaf ement for that; tell hi"? to take Dr.
Sage's Cat•.1rh Re 1,edy. It wilt cure htm
co•">pletelv."
·•Well, I'll tell him. I do h·,te
to break it nff. for in all o her resrects
he:s
quiie t:::o c.::i.arrning."
Of lOursc, 1t cured hu
catarrh.

never

Radvrars
Ready

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'$

o

"A. most extraordinary
an-1 ab;olute cure for
rheumatism
anu other bolily nilm,nts
is St.
Jacubs Oil," says Ho·1. James Harlan, ex-ViceChancel.or, Louisv.lle Ky.

r~~!n~l{Jtos~~~l~erc?~;
Tm,: CIIICAGO LEDGER, U,1-

VEGETABLE+
COMPOUND

are

Z\"iag~&.rat'ulis.

.ntopapt.,·.·.:.Lt

p\~~~,:~
:1.t'

ye1~.u
free. Address
cago. Ill.

•••B:E SURE

SAILING FROM THE

TO GET RADWAY'S._
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RANT
FLOWER
LJ\N

The Great Nursery

ALMY fl9RID

of

PEROHERON
HORSES.

IGHTED
WITH
COMiO
S E

200ImportedBroodMare.a
Ot ChoicestFo.milies.

~~9E~IR~FREE

ORANGE
GROVES

WITHOUT MONEYANO WITHOUTPRICE.
100 Orange
200
400

U

Grove

Tracts

U

II

s~
1000
o00 City

Bni!dln:;

20,0001
ACRESS

of' 40 acres each.
U

20
" 10

«

"~

•

"2½

"

H

"

J.ONES

Lota.

ELE

PAYS the FREICH'lt

IN 2½ to 40•A.CRE

ALL

5 'l'on

TRAC'l'S

lro11 Lt\'\!rl,

\Va,,on
Steel

Tan Bu.ID aod

FREE.

:l•uy

Seal~••

llearin&•,

Br ...

Ream Rox: for

960.
1hc Scalfl.

Jl'or fne price ltll

acnt1011 this p!\pcr andaddre&1

srn'
lfJrn~?J~~
I:.•y.

Every Word of this Advertise-you
ment is Important.
Don't miss
it.
PROFIT BY IT.
It is for

HOW'S
YOUR
BACK?i:;~~11,~"~!p~i::;:

ter. Backache, lamo side or hip, kidney troubles, rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica., wealc lo.n-»s,
coughs, 3.ll loca.l OZ' d.cep.seated po.ins are q uiokly
subdued and tho parts otreugthened.
Virtues of
hops, burgundy
pitch a.nd hemlock combined.
The best, 25c .• 5 for $1.00 of dealere:. Mailed free.
0
••

Hop Plaster.

HO~o~f:!~~!;.

Ono Agent (Merchant onl.r) wnrte I 'n every 1uwn f.o:

1
tL;cl~~sh'~i\~;:~~~l'ix::;l~~~y:~•
s~Fc:ff::n
vu~{~
and "'ill do all l can to push them. [ lwlieve in advertising, aud am tu.kini{ pain, to distribute
ll.1ecirculars where they will d,) th .. mo.:;t good.
C. V. ELLh.1TT, Mansfield, Pa..
~~~ n.. __
\\_'.,_TANSILL_& v_o.,_Chi~~i::o,

;1~~~:

nAnR--AxuGREASE
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Lewis Briud1e, Latrobe, Pa
Elmira Kepple, J.atrobe, Pa
J. W. MC'Coach,S rnta Fe, N. M

John Cord, Hanna, Jnd
O. P. Fox, )[t, Carmel, Pa
C. F. Strong, Gloucester, Mass
Andrew Sullivan,
"
Geo. \V. Davi,;,
Jas. N. Mt•Uillan, Trans. Sta.
2uth Ward, Pittsburgh, Pa
W. S. Davis, High lane! Park, Ill

iat·iP.~~~.l;~.rOYa~b~·J~
n
M. Minehan, Gurdon, Ark
0

Geo. A. Copp, Fisher's Hill, Va

W. F. Brewton, Cedar Plain, 0
'\Vm. C. Sampson, Goidcn. Col
l 1' B. Riblet) :-5hin'fi::tton,\V. Va
M. J. Lunquest, Bir'7ham, Ala

fi'r-anciM

Sr. Paul, !Uinn.
Moses Bixler, c0r. Isabrl and
Starkev Streets
G 0.J. Stovcm. 2D [sabel Street

at

Habit
Oplu~IJ
DJ

A. B, Shipley, 503Commerce St
Troy, N. Y.
Geo. R. Col!Jns, 10 Firth St
F. E. Hen1!r!ck, 187 F!r-t St
V"

~olrt F.ve-r_vwhPr&

GARDEN
SEEDS
Ga~alogues

St

0

WORLD

City, 11:Io.

J. A. Sullivan, Met. Hotel
L. K MacKusiek. 744Oak St
Jos. lllclcl, Gen'I Delivery
Al,ram Mann, 716 l eun St
Wm. N. Allen, 744 L&k Street
Philadelphia,
Pa.
'I'. McGrory. Sr,, 241RN. Sd St
Wm. H. Bower, 2d & Erle Ave

~~~e~u!~1~:;{~
a~)a~g;~ ~f,;~{y
tas~-f~~~~~•.
Sci~-~~fe~PJtb_Ark
i~l;.,f~i~~~;/iiaiair5~r~h~l

it;tJt~r.;~::t~~~h~;i;,ra
\.Vm. li'. B1rJrnlbach, Shaft, Pa
5
:~~~ L~w~::.Pfv~b~r;;:,di!i1~1~
ilia. J, .A.,Davis. Hillsboro, Ill

U.ansas

IN THE

Get the GPnnfne.

v_ C'.Jln.tta.rton.137 Third

--
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Drill,

!Un1lcd

Fi·ec.

LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
Ot,tamect. Send stamp ro-;.
luventor.:i' Gulde. L. Il!NG--

H&lTP3TEA.D,

ll!:" H\I TS
~ fl~
PAT
_ IU».._!'atent l.a_~yer,

\~~~ngtou,

D.

o.

Cured.Treat~~

H.m>U..NJERJCIUDYCO~

LaFantto.LD4.

Business Directory.
Ad-verfi.,·,menls uNdtr this h.eadinJ! ins~rted for 50
c~nt.t p~r /bu for on,year.

-CANTON.Bos-roN 5 CENT STORE, Ilolt's Block. Furniture,
Crockery, Glass & Tin \Varc. Great bargains in
5 and 10 cent goods.
C H. DAVIS,
Dentist.
Office over Brick Store. At
Dix!icld first Tuc$d:Ly and Wed. in each montli
NATJIAN
REtNOJ
..os, n.l!gistercd Apothc:cary.
1\ S 1 [ATHAWAY,lnsurancc:
and Real Estate Agent.
1( H lluu.uANK,
Flour, Groceries,
Dry G0o<ls,
Fruit and Confectionery.
D 81tAUFOH.D,
Brick Slort:, General Stock.
ll F GOULD & Co., :"itove::;,Tin & Hardware.
BRIDGHAM

& Jon~SON,

.i\fcats

& Groccrici:-..

...-\C BrcKNELL,
Millinery and F:rtncy Goods.
O A BRIDGHAM,
Grocerlcs & Meats.
M B THOMES, Drugs, iVIedicines & Fancy Articles.
C BARttow.-;,
Furniture, Crockery and ioc. Guods.
MG STROUT, Provisions and Groceries.
0 GAMMON, Lime, S:Llt, Produce and .:3upplics.
A 'f' BRYANT,
General Store.
BICKNELL
& STET.SON, Blacksmiths.
LC COUl..iRN, Flour, Grain and Feed.
G F Tow LE, Piano:;, Org-ans and Musical Goods.
Mrss ABBIJ-,::: fOHNSO:.--l", Fashionable Dressmaker.
]. P. Swasey, .,A.tturncy and Counsellor at Law.

-WEST
\V ~WAL
M~~l]iS

KER

&

~ON,

PERU.Groceries,

Flour, Hardware,

1
t,~!g~~:
J\lrt~1':1~r~~~l~e1:~~l~~eGii~1~.

LIVERMORE.
Physician

GEO F ADAllS,

and Surgeon.

BUCKFIELD.

1.
1c~Ll?t~~',
t~fr\~1t:1~;~u!i1'~~~~~cc;<r~oos.
l-IoLLAND &
Meats
Provisions.
CuSH:-.fAN,

and

C S C111LD.S, Dentist.
Vapor or .Ether.
C. B. Bridgham, 1\1. D. Office at residence.

WEST SUMNER.
JI B CHANDLER, Drv Goods & Groceries.
JIAROL!J
CHANDLER·, Commercial & Job Printer.
E L TUELL,
Fancy & Ladies' Furnishing
Goods.
G BISBEE, Custom Boot and Shoe 1'1aker.

EAST SUMNER.
W H EASTMAN, Sccdsma.n.
Choice
Seeds ofmy own Growing a specialty.

-NORTH
North Turner

ih~

I-louse.

Vegetable

TURNER.Elias Keene, Proprietor.

iQlQ~{lO'.nQ,

bands, wives, sons and daughters, in the
seething cauldron of remorse.
All! All!
(is his testimony) on account of the liquor
traffic. The same story: "I drank so many
glasses of beer in A. 's place; two glasses
of whiskey in B.'s place; brandy and wine
in C. 's place."
"I should not have done
this had I not drank."
The poor unfortunates, victims of our indifference and the
rum dt"aler's cupidity, were sentenced to
all the way from 6 months to 15 years in
penal durance, while the rum cealers who
were charged with illegal acts in connection with their business, clearly proven,
could not be convicted because the jury
would r.ot agree to find them guilty.
By
the legal method 12 men could not be
drawn for a jury, all of whom are free
enough from the trammels of the traffic to
convict a guilty rum dealer.
Is there a
menace; does danger lurk in this fact?
Sam Jones says: "Christians!
unless
you rise in the majesty of Christian faith,
love and obedience to God, and in llis
nghteousness
stamp out this evil, your
homes, your country,
will perish, and
drunkenness
will be the despoiler.
Neither of the two old parties can be depended
upon, because the roll of the Democratic
party is c:alled in the rum shop, and you
follow any out and out Republican
and
you shortly find him up a tree with a beer
keg on each limb, whistling for the German vote. Our time is full of saddening
aspects and teeming with what may overcome if not destroy us. Misery, woe and
wickedness stalk& in our midst with an air
of inherent right.
Yet the signs are also
ominous of good. Public sentiment
is
fast approaching its holder's ideal. That
is, cranks so called are fast being comprehended, or better, slow goers are learning
that th<! cranks were right and that they
have got to hurry up or get left.
SIIOMER.

t \Vritten !or the CANTONTELEPHONE.
I
SimonCoolidgeana.HisPosterit7.
(CONTINUED.)
Moses Coolidge and wife, though industrious and frugal, found it up-hill business
to rear a family under existing circumstances, and many were the hardships tbey
were obliged to face incident to pioneer
life in Maine.
Moses, though possessed
of a strong and robust constitution, long
before he reached the allotted three score
years and ten, had passed quietly over the
river.
His widow subsequently
married
John Brown, with whom she lived a few
years and he too died. She then went to
live with her son John, whom she survived
by a number of years.
At her son's death
her grandson, Jepthah T. Coolidge, came
in possession of the farm, but the old lady
still continued at the old homestead until
her death at the advanced age of one hundred and two years.
Thus one of Canton's
first settlers became a centenarian.
The
writer's firnt recollection
of Grandma'am
Brown, as we always called her, is a funny
old lady full of curious anecdotes and
romantic stories of her early life.
Seven of their 22 children died when
young.
The remaining
15 were Lucy,
Aaron, 1-lepsy, Moses,
Simon, Jonas,
Mary, Elvira, Sally, Britania, John, Lovina, Alonso, Lorania, and Laban.
Lucy married Joseph Foss of Dixfield.
Their children were Eliza, Elbridge, Nancy, Joseph, Rhoda, Merrill, Elias, Mary,
Lucretia and Hannah.
HEPSY married John Brown.
Their
children were Catherine,
Granville, Emeline, Angeline, Rhoan, Alanson and Louis.

MOSES married Lydia Peterson.
Their
-:(-):-children were Luan, who ma1Tied John
PUBLISHED THURSDAYS AT
Drown and had two children, (Almon and
John);
Charles
who man-ied Margaret
&antrrn. Ilxfnrrl en .• Main:e.
Fletcher s.nd had five children, (Roi;coe,
--o-\Vritten for the CANTON TELEPHONE.
Lydia,
Cyrus
G.,
Augusta,
Charles);
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
About Meetings.
Lucy unmarried;
Cyrus who married
~lahalia Robie and had four children,
The series of meetings held at different (Luan, Alva, George, Chester) ;John who
places of appointment
in Peru, under the married Harriet
Swett and had three
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
immediate managementofRev.
Mr. Noyes, chiidren,
(Clinton E., Nelson A., Alice
~~o paper discontinued
until all ar- aided by Revs. Ventres, Lovejoy, Abbot T.); [This John having lost his first wife
reara~es are paid, except at the option of and others, have brought happy results.
was again married to Bethiah Campbell
th<! publisher.
To us whose days are far spent and the of Canton, and the union was blessed with
Papers promptly discontinued atexpirafreshness of whose youth is wholly oblit- three children,
two of whom are living,
tior. of the time paid for when so ordered;
erated (outwardly) by Time's all-effacing
Eddie J. and Moses M. 7; Moses F. who
otherwise they will be continued.
finger, it is very pleasant to hear the little married Jane Tibbets and had one child,
ones telling the "old, old story of Jesus John F. (The family now resides at Upton,
and his love." The preparation for a life Me.); Abigail
who married
Granville
of usefulness is to be sougl:t somewhere
Brown and had six children, (Abner,
in the near neighborhood of life's begin- Lydia, Ingalls, Moses, Angelia, Addie).
ning. That is logic and that is sensible.
The next of the old family is SIMON,
And it is but reasonible
to suppose that
Their children
the highest and best preparation
may be who married Mary Flagg.
OURBOSTOlfLETTER.
sought and found of IIim who made us were Eliza who married Alvin Richardson
nd
a
had three children,'(Osman,
a nd twin
humans.
If the desires of these youthful
BOSTON, Feb. 9, 1887.
Hiram who
hearts are correct the language of their girls, Orinda and Lorinda);
Never in the history of the world has
Leona rd ; Simon M.
life will be: ''0, Lord, abide with me!" died unmarried;
there been so efficient and widespread an
And no one is authorized
to say that the who married Sai-ah Foster and now resides
awakening in religious matters or Chrispromise will be broken and that He will in Canton; William who married Mary
tianity as is the case to-day. Never has
nd had one child,(Wm. W.);
5t
not abide. But ifat any moment in the E. Fo er a
religion rested on such a broad and active
Sarah who died young.
future they shall feel that they can walk
intelligence as it docs to-day.
We med to
JONAS married Mary Putman.
Their
alone, straightway
they will find them·come in contact with what were called inchildren were Elizabeth who married Geo.
selves crying in the dark. No man ever
telligent skeptics, but at the present time
Dill of Lisbon, and had two children;
lived who can follow the narrow way by
we do not know of one. Col. Ingersoll
Nancy, deceased; Amanda who ma1\ied
himself.
Where we of middle age look
was playing the buffoon in the farce of the
Cyrus Coolidge and reside~ at E. Dixfield;
back upon the by-gone our blood is flush"Infidel,"
but when he discovered that
George who married a Miss Churchell
ed with shame when we realize what a
some of his hearers and associates deemed
of New Gloucester and had three children;
"botch"
we have made of it. VV-eshut
him serious he became disgusted with
Elbridge G. who married Nellie Smith
our eyes upon the ghost of the past, yet
them and his hippodrome has subsided.
and had no children; Valorous P. who
sometimes its darkening shadows strikes
so to speak. Besides, he is more serious,
died unmarried;
Hollis who married Fanthrough the closed lids and we start up
having, ifreports are true, discovered that
n} Cushman,
no children: Ida M. who
and are afraid.
Verily we are standing
he has allotted to him to live but a few
married James Gingel and had but one
before the judgment seat of Christ ever_v
years at most by reasori of a cancerous afchild; Marshie who died young.
day of our lives and are receiving in our
fection of the tongue.
Under such circumMARY married Smith
Flagg.
Their
bodies for that which we have done whethstances no intelligent man (and he is one)
children were Washington,
who married
er it be good or bad. And we are perfectwill trifle with the wellspring
of his soul,
Betsy Taylor and had three children, Wm.
ly well satisfied that it is just and right,
which the effervescence of being continwho married Sarah Flagg and had nine
but it is so uncomfortable,
this righteous
uously sends up unto everlasting
life.
children (Abbie A .. Ann G., Asa H.,
scourging, that we do not find ourselves
Ingersoll once said, "While looking into
William, John H., George H., Sarah A.,
hankering for an endless scourging.
"Sitth~ grave, there we see death, but who
Ellis H. and Nathan
H.); Daniel who
ting alone with my conscience
is hell
sh;tll say life is not there also. That dark
married Mrs. Clara Goding and had three
enough for me." Doubtless no one claims
portal may be the entrance to a life and
children
(Elnora and Elmer-the
third
that his duty is ended when he has spoken
light as glorious as the grave is dismal.
died when young.) ; Lydia died unmarried;
in meeting.
And yet, with many, it cerThere we observe the apparent end of all,
Rebecca, died unmarried;
Eliza manied
tainly has that appearance. Lung religion,
which i, at most all contained within the
Hiram H. Cook-they
had four children
pulmonary piety, so to speak, is not relimited scope of human conception and
whose names we cannot give; Mary A.
spected by the world and is not accepted
that which seems the end may be but the
who married Amos Cox-they
had five
of God.
Even the worldling
is keen
beginning of the real."
children(Frank,
'vVilliam H., Emery, Reenough in religious matters to tell when
Let us hope there is sunshine beyond a prayer comes from the heart and when becca and Freddie); Abel who married
that cloud;
Sophia Richardson
and they had two
Let us not shrink from the clod and the it comes from the lungs or liver. And if children;
Satira who married
William
he have a doubt about it let him go and
shroud;
Cox
and
they
had
ten
children
(Nathan M.,
That the unseen is, though here it is not; buy a cow of him who offers praye,·. If
Alice,
Willie, Norrie,
Let the evidence in the heart sanctify the he misrepresent and cheat him it would be Hattie, Eugene,
spot.
Bertha, Mary, Charlie and Daisy.
safe enough to call it a lung, liver, or
If we remember aright it was at his broth- kidney supplication,
ELVIRA married Edmond Evans.
Their
as it were.
The
children were Frank who married Mrs.
er's grave that he uttered these sentimer,ts,
angel of honesty is not his abiding guest.
though we may not have used the exact He is evidently playing the game of life Martha A. Houston-they
had tour child~
words.
Foreign missionary
reports were alone and the Devil is looking over his ren whose names we cannot give; Lucitia
unmarried.
never more promising.
Home missionary
shoulder, in a merry mood, for well he
SALLY married
John
Flagg.
Their
results were never more satisfactory.
But knows that the player hasn't a trump in
children were Sarah who married 'vVm.
best and more than all else, Christians
his hand and is certain to get euchered.
Flagg (before given); John who married
are .;asting vff the shackles of formalism
Perhaps His Brimstone Majesty hasbeen
Eliza P'rieze, no children ; Asa who marand are incorporating
practicability
in monkeying with the pack. The prettiest
Charles
their 1·eligion. 'vVe recently heard a man way would be to slap the "old man's" face, ried Sarah Cox, no children;
had four
who two years ago deemed it improper to order a new deal and then play fair, and if who married Margaret Cox-they
John,
Sarah and
have Temperance or Prohibition as a sub- he does not win.all the way along I can't children (Linwood,
ject drawn into Christian
worship, say in see how he can.blame me for his failure, Andy); Russel who married Mary Eastman-they
had
six
children
whose
names
the regular weekly prayer meeting that for didn't I tell him how 'tis done.
we cannot give; Marshall who married
every Christian should bend every energy
JOHN.
Mary Cole. no childrea; Jane who marto tlw ~uppression of the rum traffic. • He
N. Noyes-they
had a
had been drawn for service on the jury,
No other spring medicine has won for ried Nathaniel
and case after case came up; men and itself such universal confidence as Ayer's large family whose names we cannot give;
women, young, older, some aged, States -Sarsaparilla.
It is the most powerful Polly, unmarried.
'combinatiort of ·vegetable alteratives ever
BRITANIA married Samuel Clark. Their
prison, House of correction-all
involving
offe,red to the public, and is acknowledged
dishonor irrep~rable,
sad· scenes, sorrow by the medical profession to be the best children were Louisa who married Isaac
Jackson-they
had two children(William
and lamentation.
Fathers, mothers, hus- blood purifier.

$1.25
PerYear,
Paid
inAdvance.

Thursday,
February
17,1887.

Communications,

Etc.

and Lucy E.~; William who married---they
had one child, Fanny M. The
other children were Sarah, David, Mary,
Leverna, and Laforest.
JoHN married Hannah Rone.ll
Their
children were Alonzo
R. who married
Rosilla Collins-they
had one child Inez
R. (Alonzo R. is now living with his
third wife who was formerly
Leona
Ti10mas-they
have three children whose
names we cannot give); Jeptlia T. who
married Sarah Bond-they
have one child
Ellie, (they reside at Jay Hill); Celestia
L. and Lydia .
LovINA married Charles Brown.
They
had two children, Harry of this town, unmarried, and William, deceased.
ALONZA married Mary Putnam.
Their
children were Melissa, Sirena, Adelaide
and ~incy,
of whom we can give but
very little information.
LoRANIA married \Villard Frye. They
reside at "Science llill"-have
no children
LADAN married, but to whom or how
much family he has we are not able to

THE
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THE LEADINGNEWSPAPER,

LargestIlona Fide Circulationof
any paper in NewEngland.
ALL
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Sally Coolidge, sister to Moses 1st. and
only daughter of Simon, married a Mr.
Gray and settled on Humphrey Ilill in Jay,
on the farm known as the Thomas Wright
place. After a few years they moved to
South Carthage, and shortly after to some
distant State.
They raised a iarge family
of intelligent children.
The descendants
of Simon Coolidge
were generally industrious and persevering. They did not naturally aspire to eminence but we find them serving on juries
of both County and U. S. Courts, ably
acquitting themselves as municipal officers,
and serving acceptably as Representative,
to the State Legislature.
N. H.C.
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TIME-TABLE,-In Effect Nov,
GOING

SOUTH.

GOING

'86,

NORTH.

Lve, A. M,-MXD
MAIL
Lve,
-MXD
MAIL
G1lUerlville,
19 oo
P. M.A.
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4 15 9 15 Boston,
7 oo *Fuller Road,
A, M, P. M.
Hartford,
4 35, 9 30 Portl_and,G.T. 7 IO 1 30
~~!r~~\~ni~~',

ENJOYLIFE.

The railroad commissio,,ers
of Maine
Sat., Jan. 29 , granted a charter to several
Portland, Boston and New York gentlemen for the construction of a railroad from
Bryant's Pond to Rumford
Falls, a distance of sixteen miles.
The construction
of this road will afford an opportunity
for
the development of the water power at
Rumford Falb, which is pronounced
the
best water power in Maine.
The erection
of some large pulp mills at that place is
already contemplated.
It is said there are
500,000,000 feet of spruce in that section
of country
which will be brought into
reach of the market by the construction of
this road. Under these circumstances the
road will become a good feeder for the
Grand Trunk railroad.

~~~~~~t,~t

r.

Boston,

M.

10

15 3 50

11

~~;~r~: m~~1,'
Ilarlfor.d,
*Fuller Road,
05 Canton,
[arrive.

40!10 32
40 11 15
p, M.

S 25 12

Portland,

10 35
10 50
II

4 04
4 IO

15 4 25

1 151 5 IO Gilbertville,
slop only on signal.

*Trains

f~
2

6 15110 18 t:~c:fia;~~'d,

Mccha~1~~rt~f~ 6
Lewiston,
7

;

9 °5 3 7
9 30 3 37

East Hebron, 5 50 lO 05 East Hebron,

~~:::~ti!~t

What a truly beautiful world we live in!
Nature gives us grandeur of mountains,
glens and oceans. and thousands of means
of enjoyment.
'vVe can desire no better
when in perfect health; but how often do
the majority of people feel like giving it up
disheartened,
discouraged
and worn out
with disease, when there is no occ'lsion for
this feeling, as every sufrerer can easily
obtain satisfactory proof, that Green's A11g11st Flowe,-, will make them free from disease, as was born.
Dyspepsia and Liver
Complaint are the direct causes of seventyfive per cent. of such maladies as Biliousness, Indi_gestion, Sick Headache, Costiveness, Nervous Prostration,
Dizziness of
the Head, Palpitation
of the Heart, and
other distressing symptoms.
Three doses
of Au,rust Flower will prove its wonderful
effect. Sample bottles, IO cents. Try it.
eow41

~ ~~

4 50\ 9 37 kt:'~1\~tii1~,;',1s

~p~~t::3k•d,
5 301 9 55

4_:,S

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
AT \VEST 1'.1INOT.-Daily,with mail train,for Hebron Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
AT
RuCKFIELD.-Daily,
with mail train, for
Chase's :Mills 4 miles, Turner 6 miles, No. Buckfield 3 miles, and ~'est Sumner 7 miles.
AT CANTON.-Daily, with mail train, for East
Peru 5 miles, '\Vest Peru IO miles,Dixfield 10 miles,
~fexico 15 miles, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Roxburv
21 miles,Byroi~ 25 miles,Jloughton's
30 miles. Afso for Brittun's Mills, Livermore, 5 miles.
AT GrLnERTVILLE.-Daily,
with mail train, for
Canton Point I 1-4 miles,

"

L. L. LINCOLN, SuPT.

LOANS.
4 percent. 1 percent.

:LIFELOANS.:
On any kind of secur~ty an<l good
promissory notes.
U. S. Government Bonds.
Foreign Redemption Bonds
sold on monthly payrnents.
Large
premiums for small investors.
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
everywhere.
::..iberal inducements.
Address for full particulars,
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
42 Broadway, New York.

WANTED!

100 F Al\'IILIES
TO MAKE COATS

Sewing Machines furnished if wanted
and the work deliven,d at your homes.
Bargainin Music.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
This Favorite Album of Songs and ballads, con- Dixfield,
Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
0
51tf
~~Y1
sl~i~~:!, ~~ i~go~~~n~~~tr~r,i/a; ~~~l Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.

!t~~
~~!~~t~:u
music and piano accompaniment

is finely printed
upon heavy paper with a very attractive cover. The
following are the titles of the songs and balJads
contained in the Favo;·ite Album :-As l'd Nothing

Else to Do; The Dear Old Songs of Home; Mother,
,vatch the Little feet; Oh, You Pretty Blue-eyed
,vitch;

Blue Eyes;

Katy's

Letter;

The

Passing

1
1
i~\~
h~~R!!:~~
~~!!sg1~ J~~~:~1 ~1~~:tn~~v~1 ~e!~
low the Waving Lindens;
Faded Leaves;
All

WANTED!

Among the Summer RoEes; Touch the J-Iarp Gent.
A competant man for Oxtord Countv, to canvass
1
1
and take orders for HO\VE'S PATENT AD~'a~;J; PJ)~~\[n\~~i~f
i<hedi{d)~~~;~ ~e ~
Ac1oss the Sea; A Year Ago; Bachelor's
Hall; JUSTABLE SLIDING WINDOW SCREENS.
Ruth and I; Good Night; One Happy Year Ago;
~;J\~~~~~?r~e~odl~~~-~ 50:ered to aJ11nts.
Terms
Jennie in the Orchard; The Oltl Rarn Gate; Jack's
ORRIN P. HO'vVE & CO., Augusta, Me.
Farewell;
Polly; Whisper in the Twilight.
This
js a very tine collection of real vocal gems, and gotten up in very handsome style. Published in the
usual way a.nd bought at a music store, these 32
pieces would cost you $11.20.
,ve bought a job lot
of this music at a great sacrifice an<l as the holidays

l~~f
!

llo~~~

0

::~d

t~~1)!~~~ct;o~e~!;ec~~ti~~o~~ll~~~io~~rw!W~;ra~;t
postpaid for only 40 cts. Send Jmmediately.
Ad-

dress, THE EMPIRE NEWS CO., Syracuse, N.
Y.

13t5

ORANGE
BLOSSOM
!
Touch with this compound the soft lily cheek,
And the bright glow will best its virtues speak.

l;~:J'~~d~~~~t~

That Wonderful

Remedy

for

FEMALE
COMPLAINTS,

;j.l~~ir"~~~t:;:r
~~~~'.riax~a;~~~
A. D. STEMPEL,
6o Ann St., New York.
,y5,
the value of which many ladies in this vi--------------cinity can testify to, is still for sale bv
$100
A
WEEK?
Mrs. II. H. BURBANK, Canton, Me.
Ladies or gentlemen desirin_g-pleasant profitable Trial
Pacl~age
Free.
4-46

:~:r~J~r~t\~vi}td~~~~~t~~us~\)ti1~~ar~~~~u~~~d~
d}t~
1 1

0

1

fit~i~~v~~ke te ai:<~~i :· 3iti~~
~!i~~ou~\un~~/~!
wishing to practice cconon1y should for their own
benefit write for particulars.
Used every day the
year round in every household.
Price wi.thin reach

S,, lklllrt~S~
Boot & Shoe Maker.

of all, Circulars free. Ag-cuts receive Samples
Over P. Hodge's l)lacksrnith shop. All
Free. Add;~ DoMEsT,c M'F'G Co., Marion, O. kinds of i·epairing.
Custom making to
43
measure, from Thomas' celebrntecl calf t,o
E.
ALLEN,
Canton.
finest F~~ch.
Orders solicited.
3-37

w.

TEACHER
OF VOCAL MUSIC.
r have Peerless a11dSta11!ey organ which
l sell at reasonable prices; ·warrant<>d for
five years .. 'l'nose in want of an oro-an or
On Pr<Hnis:-,;ory
N ot:es.
piano will· o well to call on or aadrPss
WANTED-Notes
of well rated business men
the above.. These organs are well made for one month to twelve months. Amounts, $1,000
to $1 1000,000.
Strictly confidential and safe. Bonds
in every r.espect,quickin
action.brill:ant
made. Correspondents
wanted.
in tone, a.nd voiced so they are easv to given, settlements G.
W. FOSTER, Banker,
sing with.
1'hey are second to none.
6m36
40 Broadwa~·, Ke,,· Yqrk.
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COMFORT.
I Ia,·e comfort. my heart!
there's a place
for us all •
In this great world of ours;
If it's only a cranny up in the wall,
There will grow some flowers.
But ah! it is sad for the seedling,
On the dark side of the wall,
Wht're on this side the shadows seem deepening,
On the other the sunbeams fall.
But presently through the darkness,
Creeping with tendrils rare.
The seedling climbs 'till it blossoms
And nod~ in the sunny air.
And then
Forgets
And only
On the

it forgets the darkness,
where the shadows fall,
lives in the sunshine
sunny height of the wall.

So comfort, my heart; there's a plaee after
all
In this great world of ours,
And we find the cranny in the wall,Ay ! and our bonnie flowers!

HOUSEKEEPING.
Women can find no more ennobling
work than the proper care of there homes.
Husbands do well to give to their wives all
the necessary aid in convenience and comforts. There are many things about a
home that are not properly kept in open
rooms; for these closets should be suitably
provided,
having a place for everything
and everything in its place; this, of course,
demands system; without it we shall not
make much progress.
If our work is properly planned we will be saved much confusion.
Forgetful
housekeepers will find
much satisfaction in the use of a slate in
the cook room; upon this should be written every article likely to be forgotten.
How often the housewife stands, the very
picture of despair, looking at the task before
her wo'ldering how or where to begin; finally she undertakes
to do all at once, a
little here, and a little yonder, until the
morning hours are gone, and still but little is accomplished.
When one piece of
work is begun, keep on with that until it
is finished, then begin something else; in
that way you will accompiish twice as
much.
Next to the stove, the most convenient
article you can have in the cook room is a
kitchen table, made five and a halffeet long
by three wide. Have it divided by a partition, running down to the floor, and boxed
up at the back and ends. The right hand
half will do to hold a barrel of flour. Have
the top to that halt hinged on, so it can be
raised to get the flour; have a door at the
front side, so the barrel can be put in its
little closet, then you will have room to
hang your tray an.i moulding board, and
in the corners you can hang your rolling
pin, cake and biscuit cutters, all handy,
snd free from flies.
The other half can be made into a pantry. Have shelves in that half. The lower shelf will hold 1.Jutter, lard, syrup, sugar,
etc., needed about your cooking;
also
your pans for cakes and pies. The othe1·
shelves will hold your coffee, soda, spices
and other flavoring
extracts.
The top
shelf or drawer will be for spoons, forks
and carving knife also order tablet, memoranda and recipe book, all convenient and
handy to your work. You can cook a meal
so much sooner and with so much more
ease where everything is convenient.

J. J. Atkins,

MostExcellent.

Chief of Police, Knoxville,
Tenn., writes: "My family and I are beneficiaries of your most excellent medicine,
Dr. King's New Discovery for consumption; having found it to be all you claim
for it, desire to testify to its virtue.
My
friends to whom I have recommended it,
praise it at every opportunity."
Dr. King's
New Discovery for Consumption
is guaranteed to cure Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis,
Asthma,
Croup and every affection of
Throat, Chest ar,d Lungs.
Trial Bottles
Free at Reynolds'
Drug Store.
Large
Size, 50 cts. and $1.00.
(3)

and occasionaHJ' the fear of having to .take
it will cut short a fit of hy:;terics.
Sometimes doses of bromide of potassium will
so quiet the nerves as to prevent an attack,
and in the interval,
the doctor L1sually
orders some preparation of iron to be taken,
or other tonic treatment.
Young persons
should be taught self-control enco11raged
to practice it, and girl&.especially sho11ld
bt>disabused of thl! idea that hysteric~ make
the sufferer interesting, or that an hysterical women is anythin!l' but an object of
compassion to be cured a~ soon as po~sible.-Elisabeth
Robinson Scovil, in Good
Housel.·eeping.
•

:BraceUp.
. You are feeling depressed. yo11r appetite
1s poor, yo11 are b,ithered with Headache,
you are fidgett_v, ne•vous, and generally
out of sorts, and want to braCfi up. Tlrace
up, but not with stimulants, spring medicines, or bitters, which have for their basis
very cheap, bad whiskey, and which stimulate you for an hour, and then leave you
in worse condition than before.
Vihat
you want is an alterative that will purify
your blood, ~tart healthy action of Liver
and Kidneys, restore your vitality, and give
rt-newed health and strength.
Such a
medicine you will find in Electric Bitters,
and only so cents a bottle at Nathan Reynolds' Drug Store, Canton, Maine.
(3)
ORANGE CAKE.-Two
cups of sugar,
one-half cup of water, two cups of flour,
one-third cup of butter, one teaspoonful
cream of tartar. one-half teaspoonful soda,
one grated orange and four eggs. Reserve
one-half the grated orange and the whites
of two of the eggs for an icing to spread
between the layers.
Bake in four layers.
FRIED Scmms FOR BREAKFAST.-Take
half a pound of flour, one pint of milk.one
saltspoonful of tartaric acid, and half a
teaspoonful of soda. Mix the soda and acid with the flour, then add th\! milk to the
flour; take care to make a smooth batter,
and fry in a pan as you would pancakes.
Place, when done, in a dish one on top of
the other, but not rolled up, and sprinkle
salt over them.
For children,
sugar or
jam may be substituted for salt.

AnotherArt Craze.
The latest art work among ladies is known as the
"F,ench Craze/' for decorating
china, glassware,
etc. 1t is something entirety uew, and is both pro
fitable and fascinating.
It is very popular in ~ew
York, Boston and other Eastern cities.
To ladies
:lesiring to learn the Art, we- will send an t->legant
china placque (size 18 inche~,) handsomely <lccoralcd, fnr a model, together with box of material, 100
colored de~igns assorted
in flowers, animals,
sol.
diers, land-scapes, etc., complete, with full instructions, upon receipt of only $1 .oo. The plaque alone
is worth more than the amount charged.
To every
1
1
10
0
~~~~1~;~ ~deni~1 ~1~t t~~t:ir~~e:~
whom we can mail our new catalogue of Art Goods,
we will enclose extra and without charg-c, a beauli·
ful :Winch, gold~tinted pl::icqnc:. Address,
THE
EMPIRE NEWS CO., Syracuse, N. Y.
13t5

~alJ'v~rit1;!~
l:~!!s

CHICKEN SouP.-Cut
a chicken ir.to
pieces and simmer it gently in a gallon of
water until the meat is thoroughly
cooked. Skim well, strain, and return the
broth to the pot. Add a cupful of rice
and a tablespoonful of parsley; let it simmer for another hour.
Season with pepper and salt: add a cupful of boiling cream
just before serving.
MouNTAIN CAKE.-One cup of butter,
cups of sugar, 1 1-3 cups of sweet milk,
4 cups of flour, whites of 6 eggs, 3 teaspoonfuls cream tartar, r 1-2 tea~poonfuls
soda, mixed in flour. After beating butter
and sugar well together, add milk with soda, then flour and eggs alternately.
Lemon to taste.
2

:Sucklen'sArnieaSalve.
THE BEST SALVE in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores. Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fe,·er
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions. and positively cures Piles, or no pay required.
It
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per
box. For Sale By Nathan Reynolds, Druggist, Canton, Me.
1y51

At Louisville, five miles east of Canton,
0., Feb. I 1, a cyclone struck the town with
terrific force and did consicerable damage.
The storm cloud came with an ominous
roar. No one was hurt but many people
were overcome with alarm.
Fences and
HOW'l,'0TREATHYSTERIA.
trees were mowed down like reeds, houses
Hysteria is a form of nervous dfsease not unroofed, shutters and gates torn from binyet thoroughly
understood.
It was once ges, ;vindow glass broken and chimneys
believed to be peculiar to women but there blown down. The slate roof of the large
are well authenticated cases of men being Catholic church was badly shattered and
afflicted with it. Its manifestations
are the roof of the convent school adjoining
various, from hysterics in which the suf- was lifted in an instant.
Two minutes of
ferer laughs and cries uncontroHably,
to roar and crash and the cyclone had gone
convulsions.
Firmness
and gentleness
on eastward.
In that brief interval the
are indispensiblc in dealing with hysterical
damage done to the town will amount to
persons.
Reasoning
is wasted, as if not many thousand dollars.
incapable of attending they generally pay
no attention to it. The clothing should be
loosened, the room darkened and on,y one
person allowed to stay with the sufferer ~\VbeuBah.,•wa.e sick, we :.,;aveher Cnatorla,
unless another is absolutely required to When she ,ms a Child, ahe criod for< ·,.,.tor:a,
assist.
A ,varm foot bath someti1nes gives Whon she hecawo 11iss she olun~-; to Ca~toriu,
relief, and a mustard plaster, or a flannel Whenehe!tadChildren,shogavet!temCasloria,
wrung out of boiling water and sprinkled
with turpentine
may be applied over the
supposed pain.
There are few di~eases
which have not been stimulated by patients
The farm buildings of William and Josuffe1·ing from hysteria and sometimes
seph Hall at North Berwick, Me., were
without any wish to deceive; they are the destroyed by fire, Sunday.
Loss, $4,000;
victims of their own imaginations.
Glo- insurance, $2,500; cause, indencliary. Sevb1ts hystericu.< is a distressing
sympton.
eral head of cattle were cremated.
The sensation is of a ball rising in the
As a toilet article, Ayer's I-fair Vigor
throat and causing suffocation.
It can be
stands unrivaled.
It cleanses the scalp
relieved by wringing a handkerchief
out and removes dandruff, cures itching humof ice water and binding it tightly rou,1d ors, restores the original color to_J!.ded
the neck. Asfretida is the usual remedy, and grey hair, and promotes its growth.
1

DrxFIELD, Feb.14th, 1887.
week 1 had occasion
to visit Paris ilill for the first time in m_y
life, and while there I took a stroll about
the II ill lo note its beautiful ,urroundin,:,:s.
From wl,at I saw I should say that it was
one of the most healthy and best located
settlements in Oxford Co., especially in
the summer season.
It would be a grand
place for those who have become tired out
with the business cares of city life to seek
quiet re;;t. In looking either way from the
liill there is a beautiful scenery in the valleys below. There are several stores, and
two first-class
hotels, the landlords of
which are very kind and agreeable to the
traveling public.
While strolling around over the Hill I
met to my surprise several young men from
Dixfield village.
Like
an inquisitive
yankee I inquired of them to learn of their
business over to the Hill. They said they
had been summoned
there, but for what
they did not know.
I afterward learned
that they had been summoned before the
GrandJury,
the object being tofind an indictment against rnme party or parties in
Dixfield.
It appears that a complaint was
made out and sent to the county Attorney
for that purpose.
Now, the question
is
have we any one in our village who is
selling liquor to these young men. If we
have, then the complainant should be justified iq his work, but if not it appears that
the complaint was not from motives of
pure moral principles.
It rather seems
to have been done for spite and spite alone.
I together with many others in our village
have failed to see the effects of liquor in
our streets in any form or shape whatever.
Furthermore I learn th'at a large part of
those young men do not indulge in the
vile habit at all. I heard several of the
best men on Paris Hill make the remark
that thev never in all their lives had seen
a steadier, more quiet set of young men
on the Hill tha1, were those young men
from Dixfield.
I am a temperance man,
and believe in a prohibitory law. I do not
believe in allowing the sale of liquor in
any of our quiet country villages; neither
do I believe in allowing those secret gambling dens that are getting to be so plenty
in many of our villages throughout
the
State.
In looking over the two evils it
is hard to tell which is the worse. The
one generally goes with the other.
They
both set a very bad example before the
rising generation.
The cause of my writing this letter is
in behalf of our village.
\Ve do not \\ant
the other part of the county to think harder of us than we deserve.
I think it the
duty of every good citizen to speak well
of thei1· village, and its people; to speak
of their good qualities, and not wholly of
their bad ones as is the case with some
people.
We are well aware that there are
some men in all communities who seem
to have no other occupation other than to
go from one place of business to another
and berate the character of others 111 a
slanderous
way. Man never was known
to gain respect from his fellow men by so
doing.
I will here add the words of the
good man: "Let him that is without sin
cast the first stone."
Trusting that I have not misrepresented
any thing or s:.id any thing to mar the
feelings of any one, I will close fort his
time.
A CITIZEN.
Afr. Editor :-Last

A Common
Cold
Is often the beginning of serious affections of tthe Throat, Bronchial Tubes,
and Lungs. Therefore, the importance
of earlv and effective treatment cannot
be ove~estimated.
A.ver's Cherry Pectoral may always be relied upon for the
speedy cure of a Cold. or Cough,
La.~t Januarv I was attacked with a
severe Cold., 'l\;hich, Ly neglect and frequent exposures, Lecarue worse, finally
:~~;~i';;;,f~~v~l, ~~~~pa~i!:ittia~~~lf~
the chest, from which I suffered intensely. After trying various remedies, without obtaining relief, I commenced taking
Ayer's Cherry Pectoml, aud was

Speedily

Cured.

I am satisfied that this remedy saved my
life.-Jno.
\Ve'bster, Pawtucket, R. I.
I contracted a severe eold, which
suddenly developed into Pneumonia,
presenting
dangerous
and obstinate
symptoms.
My physician ordered the
use of Ayer's Cherry Peet.oral. His instructions were followed, and the result
was a rapid and permanent enre. H. E. Stimpson, Rogers Prairie, Tex.
Two years ago I suffered from a severe
Cold, which settled on my Lungs. I consulted various physir.ians, and took the
medicines they prescribed, hut received
only temporary relief. A friend induced
me to try Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. After
taking two bottles of this medicine I was
cured. Since then I have given the Pee,
toral to my children, and consider it

The

Best

for Infants

0

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, YaH,
Sold by all Druni•\1.

Price $1; •i~ bottle•,

tr..

Sf?ur Stomach, Diarrhooa, Ernctation,
Kills e:~~?s, g'IVessleep, and promotes di-

Witfous illjurious medicatioll.
TD Cmrr..t.uaCollP.l.'<Y,1~ Fulton Street, N. Y.

'S
JOHNSON
~lA'
FOR_~ERNAL
EXTERNAL
USE.

Cures Diphtheria,

Croup, Asthma,

~~~tf

Dronchitls,

Neura.lgia,

Pneumonia,

Rheumatism,

Bleeding

at the

~

t

Influenza,HackingoCough,DWhoopiyng

CougbN, Ca arrh,EC~I~r~f

postpaid,
to all
and
those
who
who
send
their
send
for it will
names,
an Illusever after
thank
trated
Pamphlet
their lucky stars.
All who buy or order direct from us, and request
it, shall receive a certificate
that the money sbal\
be refunded if not abundantly
satisfied.
Retail price, 35 eta.; 6 bottles, $2.00.
Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., P. O. Box 21.18, Boston, Mase.

NIM
ENT

MOST
w~iDERFULLI
FAMILY
REMEDY
EVER KNOWN.

The nndersigned take this opportunity
to thank their triends and customers for
the VPry liberal patronage be~towcrl upon
t\JPm t.l1e past year.
We shall continue
to do as uc:~r as possible :t PAY DOVlN
business, believing that it is for our mutual interest.
We shall keep a full ~tock
of Merchandise of all Kinds-everything
•
u~ually kept in a country store.
Buying
in htr!;'e quantities will enable us to make
LOW PRICES.
Re~p'ly.
/;. B. ATWOOD & CO,
Buekfieltl, Jan. 6, 1887.

Pn.t~@)~L•
~,~~~~~

ar Ev11I

~1

f/18;1/ii)~ Il6il.~.

118;1/ii)~

L11P.a~& BislH•P wishes to inform the public that they are prepared_ to furnish
anythi11g- in their line at Boston prices, as they exchrrnges good~ manufactured
_by
themsf'lvPs for goods in the Watc~ anrl Jewelry l!ne .. which enables them to give
better priees than ever. Just cous1der some of our pnces.
W<, will sell Wm. Eller.v 11 jewelled key winding Watches, 3-ounce silver cn.se,
for $1 l!.00.
Broadway 7 jewelled in silver case, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.~0 •. N~.
7 jPw..,Js, in nickel case for $6.50, in silver case $8.00..
~o. 13 Elgrn. 1,n 3onnce silver case for $12.00,
Rockford, Hn.mpden, and llhno1s Watch Co. s at
proportionatPly
low prices.
Knights of Lrtbor Pins from 35 ~ents to $2.00.
We
also have a fine line of Knives, Forks and ,Spoons at the followrng prices:
7 Elgin.

KNIVES-R~gers'
Plate Co .. $2.50.
FORKS-Rogers'
Co.,JigONS-Tea.

Best, $4.00; 2d, $3.50.
A 1, $6.00;

Sheffield,

Wallace Brothers',

$3.00 per dozen;

Desert,

$2.00;

Standard
Silver
•
Standard Silver Plate

$!.00;

$1.00 per pair;

Table.

$1.15 per pair.

Masonic. Odd Fellow. and all otlHir emblems at low prices for cash.
full line of Chains, Charms. Bar pins, Pins and Drops, either in plate,
stone or solid gold.
Anything we do not have in stock we can furnish at short notice.

Fine

We h~ve
crape, Jet,

Watch Repai'ring in all its branches, also Sewing Machine
Jl/fodels built at short notice, and all kinds small 1J,fachine
Work done in a workmaulike
manner.

and

Lucas & Bishop,
Canton, Me.

Opposite the Depot.

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield,

.Jlf

Manufncturcr

Now

CHEAP

•

Good Buckets from 13 to 18 cts.
· All kinds of Tin Job \1/ork done
and promptly.

neatly

W. H. CONANT,
Holt's Block,

aine.
of

DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW8aDOOR
FRAMES
CLAZED WINDOWS.

is the time lo buy

:~tf;d
~~n~;i:~~~~<l,
f~;t1':[i~8.;ki~~

cough, and was very weak. Those who
knew me best considered my life to be
in great ,Janger. I continued to suffer
until I commenced using Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral.
Less than one bottle of this
valuable medicine cured me, and I
feel that I owe the preservation of my
t~ec~~~:/1";;~:,
~~';.ey~~-Mrs.
Ann
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is considered,
here, the one great remed.y for all diseases
of the throat and lungs, and is more
in demand than any other medicine of its
class.-J.
F. Roberts, Magnolia,Ark.
•

Chiidren.

Castorla cures Colle, Constlpnt!nn,

"Caatorlaissowelladapt.edtochlldrentha\
lrecommenditassuperiortoanyprescription

lmowu to me."
H. A.. Allcruttt, u. D.,
lll So. Oztord St., BrooklyD,N. Y.

Remedy

for Col<ls, Coughs, and all' Throat and
Lung diseases, ever use,! in my family.
-Robert
Vanderpool, Meadville, Pa.
Some time a.go I took a slight Cold,

I

and

Canton.

All kinds moulded nnd plain finish.balnster~. Newells. Brackct~,&c. Also chambPr and dining-room
furniture Clwmbe1
Set~ and Extension
Tables a specialty.
,Tohbing donp promptly.

At the ''Old DcCnstcr
ed to clo all kinds of

on adverti,ing ,pace when in Chicago, will find it on file at
•-THDIIS
4 5,049 Randolph s,.,LORD
theAdve:1i,ir.gAgencyof
•
I ,

Shop,"

isprepar

Carria[B
Rapairin[
and
Saw
Filin[.
6tf

ADVERTISERS
~~j:t:;~~:;;~;:;~
.::j:·t::
0

Carriage

1000

feet

I -2

inch Hass Boards

For Sale.

A thoroughbred
particulars
address
field, Me.

wante0

Hereford
bull.
For
ll N. Chase, Buck. .•
4t 4
·, ·,

ANOLIVEGROVE.
Hovv Olive
Raising
Has
come a California
Industry,

Be-

result~ it is believed that the American
olive arove will in a few years become
succc:ful rivals to that of the Meditcrraneau. --[Cincinnati Commercial.

"HELD UP."
The

Story of a Train
Robbery
on a Western
Railroad,

Recuperative Power.
An Account Written to Show How Brave
The Fruit of the Meaitemmet1,11 Now One
The resistance, active and passive, of
Men Oan Be Intimidatad.
of America's Products.
the physical system to destru:tive agents

who would have shot down the man who
•
<r d th ir brnvery.-[Detroit
Free
1mpu0 ne
C
Press.
----==---The Baobab Tree,

IWhy sb.ouldIAth1~k
U_seof Mem~ry.
of draggmg clouds,

Tl

I When ·r have seen them

Tl

The baobab tree, says a writer in the
Cleveland Leader, are believed to be th0
oldest trees in the world.
Adanson
thon<rht some that he saw were at least
six ~housand years old.
Livingstone
estimated that one he examined was
fourteen hundred years old. Some recent traveller speaks of one that he saw
f tJ t •
in Senegnmbia; the account O
1n mterested me not a little. You will remember that this tree sends out such immense branches that they bcncl to the
ground for support, though they grow
to a great length before they bend, ofte_n
from sixty to seventy-five feet. This
one in Senegambia must be the greato-randfalher of the baobab trees; it is
large enough to be used as a public hall
for national meetings, and its portals are
ornamented with quaint rude sculptures
cut out of the living wood.
There is 11 tree in Madagascar that has
the appearance of a huge fan with a
rather
unwieldy
handle.
The
body
of
the
tree
rises
some
thirty feet, when leaves grow from opposite side of the stem. These leaves are
six feet long and stand upon a leafstalk eight feet in length, and there are
from twenty to twenty-four
of these
leaves on a single stem, and spread out
like an open fan. It must be a strange
siaht to see this fan from a distance.
n:t the best part about this tree has not
yet been told. In the dry season, if
the native with his spear pierces one of
these trees, just where the fan part begins to rise from the body, he is rewarded by a copious flow of pure, fresh water,
and as cool as if it had been raised in
the old oaken bucket from the depths of
the well. The leaves of this tree form

is wonderful.
Huge wounds hc:i.l up
I saw an editorial in a newspaper the
and leave nothing but II scar. This is
true not only of the external muscular other day roundly abusing the passentissue, but of the internal organs, in- o-ers on a train on a Western railroad who
:nowed themselves to be "gone through"
eluding even the brain.
A large part of a bone may be taken by a trio of robbers, and the editor
out, and the bone grow again.
Deadly closed by dubbing them 11set. of arrant
poisons may be swallowed, and the cowards. That's the way it probably
various eliminating organs will go to looked to a great many others, but let us
work ~o destroy their power, and often view the matter from tLc inside of the
.
fully
succeed.
Millions of persons train.
Five or six years ago I was boommg
transgl'css nearly every law of their along over an Arkansas railroad, ancl the
physical system, aud still Jive out ~alf time was 11 o'clock p. m. The one
their days, bcc:rnse of the unccasmg
sleeper on the tr.,m had every berth
struggle of that other l;nv-the
law of taken, and the two passenger coaches
recuperation-to
undo the mischief, or were pretty well filled with men, women
to reduce it to a minimum.
and children.
There wern twelve men
A bullet his been carried in the brain, in the sleeper. Of these eight had "their
or in some large bone or mmcle, for wives along. I had a revolver, and I
years without
appreciable harm.
In presume most of the other men had. 'vVc
rneh cases, nature-builds a tough inclos- were all asleep, and the train had stopped
ing wall around the intruding object,
at a water-tunic in a lonely spot, when
lhus preventing either friction or the three desperadoes boarded the trniu.
~ohition of the lead and the nbsorptior
One got on b~twcen the two passenger
of the poison int,, the circulation.
coaches, threw open both doors, ancl
The follovdug case, the full details of standing on the platform in such a way
which are ginm iu a recent Lancet, that he could guard both coaches, he
strikingly ilins!.rntcs the tolerance and shouted:
recuperative p:n;-er of the system:
"Now, then, the first one who makes
A soldier was badly woundecL in the a move will get a dose of buckshot I"
kn<ie by the <.'Xpiosionof a rifle. After
He had a double-barreled
shotgun,
he hac1 h:n iu the lrnspital five months,
and had. he fired into either car three or
dming which time tho joint constantly
four
. or
five
people
must
suppmatcd, and was several time, laid have been hit.
The
second robopen with the knife, the wound healed ber o-ot on between the last coach ancl
up. He Lecame able to do his work as a the :leeper ancl the third on the rear
was a token of _peace, and is even now messenger, and suffered no inconvcn- platform •of the sleeper itself. Both doors
spoken of as sucll.
iencc from the injury for eleven years. of this last car were thrown open toThe olive tree lives for a long t~me. Then an abscess formed, which dis- gether and the two men entered from opSome of the tre~s on the Mount of Ohve_s, chargud for some eight )·ears, when the posite ends. We were awakened from the thatch of all the houses on the
eastern portion of the i;land.
The
in Judea, are said to be fifteen feet rn ; suro-eon succeeded in removing a small sweet slumber by one of them calling:
stems of the leaves are used for partitions
diamete~· and o:er two tl~ous:llltl years p0r~ion of the brass heel-plate of the
''Now <rents turn out your valuables!
old, while that 1n the Vatican at Rom 0 rifle and bits of lead from the knee. We don,'t :ant' to hurt nobody, but if a and sometimes the sides of houses. The
Las a record of over a thousa~cl years. The u.bscess remained open, occasionally trigger is pulled we' 11 open firs oa the outside bark of this treo, beaten flat, is
laid for flooring. These leaves, when
The olive is v_ery hardy, a~d will c n clui:e discharging smnll port.ions of bra,s, leacl whole car."
ween, serve for tablecloths and plates at
treatment _which wo~lcl ~all other frmt and gritty mn.ttcr for the next nine years,
Well, now, what would that belligertrees. If mfected with msccts the en- or until the summer of 1885. At that ent editor have done under th.J circum- meals.
tire head can be cut ofE nn:l thrown time, the surgeon nt the hospital who stances? They were desperate men, bent
Arrayed in All His Glory,
away, while the trunk will sprout then took 61:argc of the case, s1iccce<lecl on desperate work, nnd held human life
In Washington army and navy officers
t
again with renewccl ngor.
In Son bcrn in tracino- the sinus, or opening, back to as worth no more than a poun(i of dogare in their glory, and when in uniform
California it ha~ pros~~recl beyo nd a hard object in th,! opposite side of the meat. His revolver would ha-re been in
are in a double glory. A correspondent
expectation.
B~rng sens1_ti~cto execs~- joint. Luyiag open the flesh at this his pantaloons at the toot of tile birth,
writes: "l know one naval officer, y0nng
ive heat or cold, its home is m the scm!- I point, he found and removed the oiiell(l- as mine was.
His
wife
would
in years, strong in mind and brave as
tropical belt represented by the l'acifi.c 1· ino- ca;;sc, which was one-half of n flat have bc•rnecl him for God's sak0 fo give
they make them, who withal loves to
slope of the United States.
It pr_osper~ tc~ed and misshapen bullet.
Ju a :few up ever;01ing, as mine did, m:itl us all
have his fun. In the hotel where he
best near the sea, but can be tultivated
wee.ks the man was able to walk with the other wives did. He wouM have
I
lives are many pretty girls, ancl they arc
a short distance inland.
With ordinary
little iJ!cOnYenience, nnd rc!mncd home realized, as we all did, that no revolver
naturally very fond of him, even in his
culture the olive in Europe will produce
,;ith the prospect tJf perfect restoration.
could be poked out from bchintl the cur- citizens' clothes. They had never seen
over twenty gallons of oil per. :tGrc, be- Even in this case, jagged as was i,hc tains without being seen in a second, and
him iu uniform and insisted that he put
sides allowing r, _brgc _quantit\ of th e bullet, the cavity, which wns about an that one single shot from any one of us
it on so they could have "just one look.''
fruit to be used lcr_ cati~g.
lu th ough inch in diameter, was lined with a iirni would have expose~ each side of the car
He refused for a long time, but finally
yet in its infancy lll tlm cmrntr)", ex- caprnle.--Yout/i'.s Companion.
to a fusilade of bul'kshot. It would have agreed upon one condition, and that was
perts have saitl that the oil produced in
been the same had we been up and that they each pay a quarter for the
California is cqnul to any which hns
No Humor in His Soni,
dressed and in our scats. There would show, the "pot." to go to some ch:uitabeen imported.
Growers say the Cali"Herrmann, the ::nagic-ian, is a mighty
hr,ve been a man to face us and another ble institution.
It struck them as a
fornian coast, Jrom Pomt Co11ccption to clcve:r man at his business," said a C'.nrk
behind our backs. Just take a seat on a goocl thing, ancl the officer decked himSan Diego, is eq1rnl to that between ,trect gossiper, "and has made a goO(l
chair, and see how quick you can self out in all his briny finery, put a high
Geneva aml Naples for the production
deal of money. Ilut he is extravagant,
pull
a pistol
from
your
liip- government official on the door, posed
of olives. The importalions amount to a sometimes reclcicssly so, and oecns1onaiiy
pockct.
Note
the movements you himself in a most graceful attitude 111
large sum annually, ancl if the best oliyc finds himself in trnul,le with his creJithave
to
make,
and
then
as- the arm-chair iu his room, and ran,; the
oil cap, as it is claimed, be prod need hem ors. T think he has been twice in j1<tl
set-t, if you d,ire, that you could get the curtain up. Each girl paid her quarter,
11nd in sufilc:ent quantities, that product for debt, though I understand that in
<lrop on two men whose hawk eyes were and the company filed in, pretty much
will form 1111
addition to the;wcalth of the f both cases he suJiercd inc:nccration
watching the move of every finger.
as people do when a corpse is lying in
United States. So far ns the curing of rather tha:i be bulldozed into payments
Tac conductor and baggageman and state, and each gazed upon him in his
the fruit is concerned, experience is like- of rntm which he did not righLfnlly
brakeman were in the baggage car. beauty and sighed for the impossible.
Jy to teach the prnpcr _treatment, as it owe. If there is any way of gelling
They all h,1d revolvers, but they saw at
has with the raisin crop.
The cuttings into fail that one can admire thiit is the once that a shot from them would be the A sign "Hands off" was put over him,
and he sat under it grand, gloomy and
of two trees planted in 1876 yicllled well way.· The iast time Herrmann got into death of three or four passengers.
A peculiar, a sight once seen never forgotin 1S84-thc orilin11ry time required for a scrape of this kincl was, I think. in bullet may miss by a hair's breadth;
ten. He never moved, but sat there
bearing being ten yea-rs. The c,·cp of J3ulfolo. One duy, while exercising iu buck-shot can't help but hit.
like Patience ou r1 monument smiling
these two trees was then seventy-five t.ht~corridor, he foought he would have
The two men came clown the car, each
gallons of fruit., which sold readily at some fun with the jailer, and so he bc- with his o-un in his left hand, and knife at grief, and the girls passed on around
and out ac,aiu into the cold, cold halls,
$1 per gallon after being prepared for gan to perform before the astonished
and revo~er in his belt, and slopped at where u;iforrns were only u memory.
the table. ·when tak:en from the trees man's eves some of his stage tricks, such each berth.
I had $185 and a gold Total receipts, $3. 7i5.
the grower realized scventy--five cents as taki;g money cut of the jailer's nose, watch and a diamond pin. My wife had
per gallon. The same trees were loade-d vanishing coins ont of his own hands
$135 of the money and the watch and
From Frog to :il!an,
down with fruit this season, and in Fcbru- and so on. But the jailer happened to
pin before the fellows got to us. I
A paper on skin-grafting from the frog
ary will produce u large crop that can be be one of those serious, solemn individuhanded out tho other fifty, and as it was to man was read at a recent meeting of
reu<1ily sold at the pl:tce of growth at als who are unable to sec anything funny
crumpled up it looked like a big roll.
the Societ,i de Biologic, in Paris, by Dr.
eighty-five
crnts
per gallon
The in the world. lnstead cf being amused
"All rio-ht-that's business!" chuckled
Dubousquet-L 1 borderie.
The experitrees are planted on hiHsicle, about he was alanncu.
And he lost no time
the man :~she received it.
''Now for • ment wn.s tried in the case of a man
thirty-tivc or forty foet npart, to allow in tnking the genial professor to a cell, your tickers."
whose feet hacl been burned. by molten
for cxpnn.siou, as they will live _and pro- there lockmg him in ancl remarking:
•·Never hatl one.''
iron. On one of the wounds Dr. Duduce for centuries.
An acre of ground
"'.No,v let's sec you pull a key out ot
•·Ob, you didn't I I'll look for that as bousquet put four grafts of hun:an skin;
will hold about ,10 trees. The small yonr nose and nn!oc!~ tlut door.'
I come back."
on the other four grafts from the skin
fruit is used for oil, while the large or • ".,\.fter that poor Herrmann got no
In this way t11e two fellows passed of a frog. All of 'ih<·m took firm hold
queen olive is pickled for eating.
n!Ore exercise in the corridor, and was each other, taking whatever was handed
The frog-skin grafts
OliYe trees can be planted oa rocky watched as closely as if h~ were nnclcr out, and as they reached the ends of the on the wounds.
retained their color a few days, afterlands, where the viue would f_ail, :iutl I sentence of death.''-- G'hicago Ilr.alct.
car one of them fired :t shot which went ward changing to the color of the human
the cost of 11lantin"' t.hc fonner 1s about
_________
_
throu 6 h the rool', an(l next moment they skin. The hea:iug process progressed
one-third <;f the h~tter. The crops arc
])cfying th c Jfrr;•!1ry.
were off. No one in tlic p,1ssenger rapidly, owing in r,art to the strict antimore easily gathcre:l than gm peg, wlnle
Congressnmn T,ilman, of the :EJgdic1J.
couches had bcun robheLl, and no one on septic precautions taken.
the outfit for preparing olive oil is about South Carolioa, district, belongs to the
the trnin hncl been i11jureLl. Why? Beone-tenth of thnt necessary to produce
anti-overcoat Lriguck, of wl:ich Hannicause ,,ll had exhibited common scnsP,.
1"i hes a.nd :il!usic.
winc. 'l'hc insect pest can be fought
b,il I-famlin is t\Jc 1;eneral, 'When the
That so-called bravay ·which the editor
An Italian ha, discovered that fishes
much ensi,:r and with less cost than the mercury is cud,lling into cnp at zero he
referred to sighs for, mi.:sht have tempted
an: fond of music. To one Signor Gaphylloxcr:1 or other enemies of the vine. walks to the CHpitol with hi:~. 5ack co~t scmc one to fire his pistol.
The result ret ti the honor of the discovery is said
Being so pro!Jfic. it become3 sooner un bu ttonccl, and rn!!te~ m; he,,v;,y
wcu:Ll i,avo Leen the killing of hnlf of
JJrofitablu to the grower, and ear.h year wrapped collcngues on lltcir d'l'cn,i,iacy, us; those men boanlc<l the train with to be due; and recently, with a party of
friendf, he is said to have tried t:-.c excaftcr bcaritw the oii ve tree 11roduccs a
Ile has not wor:1 nn overco.'l.Lin tiiirtythe clctcrminntion to kiil whoever regooc1 crop u~1til it reaches its full de- five years, nnd never h:is :i fire in his si,tcd them, and they probably would pcrimcnt on L·1ke Geneva, which proved
quite successf11l. 1\Insical note•, cspe·velopmcnt, when it p,,ys a much larger room in the coldest weather.
Uc is GO have done it.
ciHlly those prod uc0.rl by the human
revenue than ,1 viucy:trLl, bearing a crop yenrs old, but there is not a more nth!<:tic
And let me sny tl:..it rimon_g the "cow- voicr attracted the fi,hcs in great numor from 30 to 40 g,tllons n[ frn:t 11cr mnn in c:>nn-ress. i\Ir. Td:man tells wl,h anl,;" in that bleeper were five ex-army
the boat.
,_Fishermen
tree. Tile oli vc tree is also not so much pr:cl.J t \;at l~ has Dever made tile pro--- <>iiiccrs, a l\Iississipian who had foug!,t IJcr~ 'nround
should try the cxperimcu •-.-[Scientific
nffoctccl as the v:nc by drought.
From fcssional ncqu:tintancc of a doctor.three duels, and two or three other men Amcrican.
the experiments already maJe and their .Atlante, Cvnot,tutio1,.

From ancient writings, iucludini
foe
Holy Scriptures, it can be ascertained
that ihc olive is one of the oldest Jrnown
fruits.
The Mount of Olives, uear
Jerusalem, is famous in history.
Long
before butter was knowil olive cil was
used in the JJrcparation of food. Large
quantities of the oil and fruit have from
time to time been imported here from
the shores of the J\Iec1iterranean Sea,
whence most of the pr-'.>c1ucthas been
obtained. Th.c climate of California, not
beino- unlike that of the Mediterranean,
was ~onsiderec1 suita,bie for the growth
of the olive, ancl an experiment
was
made which has provc(l successful.
The
tree itself is 1irctiy and ornamental.
In
sprin:; time it is covered with a profusion of white flcwers, anil in winter
bas an ever;rcen foling,~. '.Vhen wudy
for tlie harveRt it is so prolific t!.rn.t the
branches bcm1 under the wei 6 ht of the
fruit.
OEve woou is also beautiful,
ancl was choscu as part8 of the onrnmentation of the spneious and mllgnificent Solomon's temple.
The oil is
considcrecl by mn.cy ns some th ing
sacred. As such it is used in consccra •
tions nnd coronations.
The ancients
usecl the s11rays of oli,e leaves to crown
their grCttt men, 11s it wu.s believed to he
an cmbicm ot puritr
:md peace. It
was considcre:l the highest honor to Le
crowned with olive leaves. In time of
war an olive branch borne in the ha nd

I

i

Of dreary, draggmg clouds of gray,
floating ligh~,
Snow mountains bl~zing soft a'.'1dbright,
Of filmy feathers famt and white,
Ou many a bygone day!
Why should I think of sighing-winds,
Of sighing winds that shako th~ rain,
When I've felt broezes frosh and cloar
That sing forever past my ear,
And breaths of summer driftin:; ::tear
O'er clover fields and r;rainl
Why should I think of Jays lil~othis,
Of days like this. all dark and wet,
When I've knowu Jays so grandly brigM
So full of freedom al.l(l delight,
'rhat, though all afte1·-llfe wer~ night,
I never can forget?
-[\:Vome.n's Journal.
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HU}iOROUS.
Cold comfort.-Slciging.
When it rains harclcst-whc11 it hails.
A current event-The
plum pudding.
What c-vcry one thirsts a.ftcr1--Codfish.

B
y
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F,umly jars often grow out of family
jugs.
J\Inch adieu about nothing--Thc parting of two society girls.
"He who rc11ds may run''--when a bill
is thrust under hi.~ nose.
The wood-clioppcr is tho chap who
can always "make his pile."
·what kin cl of robbery is not clangerous? A safe rubbery, of cours~.

T

A man may havr, :i great head from
other than intell.ectual camca.
Although uot much talked al;ont tho
po~ta.ge stamp is on <·Ycrybocly's tongne.
'l'hey say onions will produce slcGp.
They are strong
cn,)ll::;i.i to produce
something.
Isn't it par::cloxicnl that the best w:iy
to keep a young iaJ~,'s affections ig to
return them 1

T

"What makes tho shoes go?" osks an
a. •t
exchange.
"We had ul ways mp pose i
was th c feet.
There nre some people who :.11
ways
!narry for money, that i", unless tho
bridegroom forget.s the fee.
'l'hey do not say ''stomach ache" in
Boston.
"Gastric Neurnlgin.'' is ihe
proper word, but it gets thcr.e all the
same.
Ann:i-How I do Jove pets I Defore l
was married I a!w:iys lw.tl a moakry.
A.rthur--And ·,yl.tat llayc ;-ou uow1 Aaua
-You.
"Man proposes,
but"--.
Upon
thinking it over we don't. bc:icve he proposes half so ofLcn as the girfa wou,d
like hi::n to.
A cook book says that "u duck ought
not to stand long :.fter being roasted."
The poor, tired thing ought to be permitted "to lie ilown.
'rhe bravest arc not always the tend:rest, us the poet sings. Th<!rc is the
red garn~ rooBter, for instance; he wiil
fi,,ht a bird doubie l:is size, but. he cute
u; tough ::.ua pot r,io.
After the clerk h:id • pulled down
everything ia the store without G1.1.tisfying his customer, a wom:rn, she :i.vked
him if there was anything cl~e he had
not shown her.
"Yes, ma'am," he said,
"the cellar; but, if you wish it, I will
have that brought up and shown. to you."
Ab, husband, do not scold your wi!o
And mako l.l-:ir poor ho:i..-taclla
Beeauso sbo can't hu,!d pios like thwo
-Yourmother wed to bake.
'fh:i.t is unless you'ro qu,to prepared
To seo ti.to wbolo thing throui;h,
And buy her sealskin snques just us
Her father nsed to do.
-Merchcmt

1,•a11eler.

Frying- a.s It Is AJm9ed,
Frying, us the operatio,1 fa usually
clone in this country, constitutos the
basis of American simplicity in. the
culinary art, and f.ll physicians are
ac,recd that probably no other single
f;ctor is so prom:nent -in the production
of° our national disease, clypep~iD, as
this. I do not desire to !Jo undcrst<Jod
as condemning frying or any of the
modific1tious of the process of cooking,
when properly done. On the contrary,
I think it is un excellent J..:J.cthodof preparing meats, fish nncl muny veg<itables
for the table. But how rarely is the
American frying p:m anything else than
a utensil for slowly stewing a:i. article in
grease. Saturated ~.nd pcrnie-r.tccl with
fat,
the fried :ll'tic e of food becomes an indio·cstible mas~, incapable of
ncling as au oalim~nt.-[Geo.
H. R,Jhe,
M. D.
----.,;-a=-..---

'Ille Oldest Li,in~· l'Cl'SOU.
The oldest person in }!'ranee, pcrhP.ps
iu the worlu, is s:ii<l to be ,\ womatt who
lives in the village of An1J3.-':"·_,~~. Royans. She was hom ;\{a;·:;t 1.,, J. /0-'-, and
is therefore 125 yettrs o!d. The: :i!:th,:.:.liic record of her b:rth fa to bo found iu
1.hc parish register of St. .Just de C!,1rx,
in the department of tlrn Isc.rc. -[Gcicn.tific American.
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Life's lfoi~S.
Through smiles the roses are climbing,
Climbing tenderly over her face;
'They gather in beautiful clusters,
Tinting softly each dimple and space.
Her love waaves coloring of roses.
So changeful the tinting steal., o'er,
That I'm Jost in deep adoration
Of tne roses that bloom at the door.
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THF. !•'AIU[ AND GARDEN.
m~nces to ear. It is a question whether
sent Viney a vale!ltine, asking her to
marry him."
ensilage is better to be preserved swc.:!t
Seasonlni:
nu1ter
Witll
Brine.
''Well, I must say! What fools we
or sour, which is not yet decided.
'rhe
The busy buttermakers
in England,
were!" cried Patty Ann, much provoked.
Ireland and Jersey, as well as this coun- eom is cut into pieces one inch long,
''But it's too late now; the mischief's try, says the Canadian Farmers' Advoand it takes about thht y days to fill
donc."--[Helcn
W. ClaTk,
cate, are gradually dropping the prac- the silo. Feed the cattle forty pounds
tice of seasoning butter with salt and daily of the ensilage three times a day,
How Lightning- is Kindled;
and
arc using brine in its place. Those who with a ration· of dry cut fodder
It
is
no
uncommou
thing
for
the
elecThe cattle do
Her eye full of sun's scintiilations,
are far enough along to appreciate the meal twice a day.
trical force emanatinN from a cloud to
Softly flashes amid her sweet smilos;
difference between gathering
butter in splendidly on this system of feeding, and
make itself felt in at~ractions and repulAnd countless the ro·-e3that cluster,
a lump and handling it with granules when through milking they are fat, and
Quickly gathering and bloonii,ng the while;
sions many miles away. Clouds resting
arc in a position to adopt brine season- sell for beef at good prices.
Her welco1ne is not .n wonl.; given,
upon the remote horizon th11s frequently
ing with ca~e and decided benefit. .All
Yet it seems from tho dear heart to pour.
The Germ or Corn.
produce perceptible efforts at distances
Mid glowing enchantment of rosesthat is necessary for a buttermaker to do
Squirrels are very fond of corn, and
from
which
the
clouds
themselves
can
The roses tbat bloom at the door.
is, when the butter has come, to wash will make most destructive work in it
not be seen. An electrical cloud hangThe rose leaves aro cca,elessly falling,
It may
in the usual way with water till it runs if they find u way to the crib.
ing a mile above the grouud vets incl:i.cSo softly, so swee:ly, n111lput·e;
ofi clear, and then immerse the granules seem surprising that so little and active
tivcly upon that ground with consiclcrWhile rosebuds are springing about us,
of butter in brine as strong as it can be an animal as the squirrel should thrive
'Iba sweot treasuns oE homo 1hat allure.
ablc power. When in summer time the
made, and let the butter lie in it the on a food generally regarded as fatten'Tis true that our cottage i, humble,
temperntmc of the earth's surface is verv
same length of lime he would to have ing or hcat-gi.ving, rather than valuable
In tho world's goods, I lmow, we are poor,
great, the ground moist, the air cal~
salt dissolve if he had useu dry salt, and for promoting strcnght or activity.
But
But that does not alter the beauty
and the sky clcDr, very copious supplies
Of the roses that bloom ut the door.
then press the Lutter into a solid form, any one familiar with squirrel ravages in
of vapor are steamed up from the grnund
avoiding any friction or grinding mo- corn cribs must know that the nimble
Yes, our home is bmc1bleand lowly;
uncler the hot &m1shinc.
tion while reducing it to a solid. In thieves do not eat the entire grain, as
By the fields "here I labor e:ich day,
Ciouds, however, begi:i at iength to
Cheerfu:Jy attending the croppiu~s,l
He
this way all working will be avoided, the hog or larger animals do.
gather in elevated rcgiQns of the air out
That my toil in rare comfort repay;
and the butter left iu the bt!st possible daintily selects the chit, eating that and
of the abundance of the sup:lly. The
The plants grow and bcoom in abundance,
condition for keeping, and have an even a little of the starchy portions just
'l'o fulness my granories they store:
free electricity which has been curried
This chit or germ contains
color and the highest flavor it is possible around it.
Yet tho charm of it all is the roses,
up with the vapor is at first pretty
for it to have. By lying in strong brine nearly all the albuminous food in the
That bloom wheu sh,:, come; to the rloor.
evenly spread through the clouds; but
The part imµiediately surrounda few hours the brine will draw the grain.
I follow tho plow in the furrow,
after a time, as the electrical charge bewater out of the butter the same as dry ing the germ probably contains more
Turning over the rich, mellow earth;
comes more and more intense, a powersalt would.
albumen than that farther removed.
It
While green corn goes waving and flashing,
ful repulsive force is in the end estabis a noteworthy fact that squirrels, rats
As rejoic]ng with me in its mirth.
lished between the spherules of the mist,
How Chickfln Feed Is Wasted.
The rich ~oil is tccmin 6 ,.-ith blessings,
and mice, the formeP especially, take
There is often a waste of chicken food.
and a very high degree of tension is at
Whilo I'm toiling its rare fruits outpour;
great care to select only the soundest,
last produced at the outer s.irfacc of the If given too much the hens get too fat,
Its fulness of treusuro surrounds me,
hardest corn, and they do this with un'Mid the roses that bloom at tho door.
cloud, where it is enveloped by :nsulat- • and do not lay. Such food is a waste,
erring precision.
Corn from ears that
iug air, until iu the end the ex:;;ansive as it not only prevents egg production,
The sunsot of oveuing com~s glowing
squirrels have attacked will certainly
Feeding insufenergy there becomes strong enough to but 1s more expensive.
With changes of coloring aud shade;
grow, provided the germ is not destroyed
"l must say, Priscilla, it's tilr.c you occasion an outburst from the cloud. ficiently is a waste, as it is better to sell
An~ filling :ill space with its beauty,
by them.
It will be found invariably
Over stream, over meadow and glade.
found something tQ do I" snid Miss Me- The escape of the rcclun,hnt charge then or kill the birds than to feed them in a
hard and the germ free from moisture,
The beauty ot ho.'l..,eu in richness,
lissa Pinkham, sharply, to her younger appears to an observer's eye as a flash of manner that does not permit them to be
while the best human juugcs may someIts raro tints ol' coloring outpour,
sister. ''You spent all our spare funds lightning issuing from the cloud. Such, profitable.
It is a waste to omit a vaSo brilliant, ,o cbangeful and charming
times be deceived by a well glazed exon that trip to the country this fall, and in its simplest form, is the way in which riety of food, as the hens cannot lay unWith tha roses that bloom at tho door.
terior covering, a germ that has not
lost your situation by it, aud here we !ightniug is kindled in the storm clouu. less they have the materials with which
fully
dried out.
The dry germ of wellI dream of those roses while sleeping,
arc, getting poorer every day. I tried
to produce the eggs required.
It
is a
They come clusterin;; as angels above;
ripened corn has a nutty flavor which
to
make
a.
little
something
renting
rooms,
Misjudging
Silent
People.
waste
to
feed
a
flock
of
fowls
for
eight
Tho buds and the flowers of God's keeping,
that which is uamp and unripe docs :10t
but nobody's come to look at 'em eveu, : . When a number of good-humorecl
or ten months and then sell them a few
To be gathered in heaven through love;
possess.
But taking the entire grain,
I know that these roses are real,
and something's got to be done!"
~eople ari! s~ttiug out, bright a~~ e~rly weeks before they begin to produce
small, poorly-developed corn contains a
That they'll climb and entwine everm-:>re,
"Oh, don't worry, :M:elissl My trip m the 1r.om111g
on some exhllarntmg
something.
Such is a common practice.
1
larger proportion of albumen than that
Mi~ling our sou's i::i ono being,
to the country, that you grumbled about j expedition, it is pleasant to notice how Many persons will carefully feed a flock
which has grown to full size.-[CultivaWith tho charms they have wrought at, the so, was a spccnlatiou.
Jnst wait till 1 lively and cxpausivc they are, ]'or the from March to January, and if no eggs
door.
tor.
Cecil
Fairfax
comes!
I'll
manage
to
first
hour
they
talk
nil
at
once,
laughing
are
laid,
disgust
is
the
result,
and
the
-[A.
Sanders Piatt in tho Current.
bring him to the point, sec if I don't I their words rather than speaking them. consequence is the birds are sent to marToma.to
Cultu.re.
A recent bulletin of the Michigan.
Aud when I get him our troubles will be But as the forenoon goes on, one after ket about Christmas, though in a few
Agricultural
Station
Bulletin has the folover!''
another drops gradually into compara- weeks more they would probably begin
"Three
" Humph!" snificd Melissa. "I dou't tivc quiet and silence. It is not that to lny. Never sell a hen on the ap- lowing in regard to tomatoes:
"Go aud s.tny all night with old :Mrs. believe in having to bring a. mnn to the they have ceased to enjoy the excursion proach of spring. No matter how un- methods of training tomatoes were emFairfax1
Indeed I can't go. I'm in a point!
And besides, if your Mr. Fair- and each other, but the first efferves- profitable she may have been in winter, ployed this year, and another last year.
hurry to •get my quilt tngether,"
de- fax was to see you now, I don't think cence of the uncorked animal spirits of it is usual for all hens to lay as the win- All the experimental tomatoes were tied
clared ratty Ann Bunting, as she put the you'd find it so c~sy to d<\" she added, the morning has spent itself.
ter begins to turn into spring, and the to one, two or three stakes about four
finishing toucl1 to the block of pink-andThis metl!od has many ad with a glance at her sbter's soiled dress,
In a similar fashion, as we get on in only way to ret.ievc loss is to bold on to feet high.
It rcq,1ires much labor to tie
bluc 'nine patch' &he was piecrng.
rough, untidy hair and slip-shod feet.
life past the period of obstreperous them, so as to get some return for ! ood vantages.
the plants, a labor which must be re"Aud l'vn got the kitchen aud back
"Oh, he "·on't sec me this way!" said youth, we incline to talk less and write consumed.
peated through the growing sca~on. The
porch to scour, and some ironmg to do Priscilla, lightly.
'·I shall frizz my hair less, especially on the topics which we
J{ccping
011ions.
tomatoes do not ripen evenly,and
early,
before Sunday," cried Adaline.
'•So and wear my crimson cashmere and my have most at heart.
'l'he younger pco •
Every year we have many letters, and it requires extraordinary
time and
it's ou~ of the question for me to go."
beaded jersey when he comes."
plc notice this, and think it is because Joseph Harris writes,
asking us for labor to pick them from the dense mass
"Well, I shan't go either," asserted
At this very moment a knock sound eel we arc growing lukcworm on these mat- some method of keeping seed onions. In
Penelope, the youngest Miss Bunting,
on the door, and opening it hastily,
ters. They deplore us, among them- our own case, we should not try to keep of stems and foliage. Although the
tossing back her tar-black braids and Priscilla beheld-Cecil
Fairfax.
selves, as being "lost leaders," or lost them, unless it were a frw bushels for outlay for the stakes is small, this methfrowning ominously.
"If Cecil Fairfax
He could hardly conceal his surprise followers, of this and the other fine fannly use. Sdl them for what you can od of training is still the most expensive
of the four. L::ist year we laid old boards
chooses tu go a-courting that hateful,
at the picture which met his gi:ze, for cause. But they do not understand.
get and pocket the loss. There are
stuck-up Priscilla Pinkham, he can get Miss Priscilla had been the piuk ol The thought is deeper and stronger in many ways of keeping good, sound, ripe, lengthwise the rows and c!ose to the
somcbouy besides m3 to stay with his neatness during the few weeks he lw.d us now, perhaps, thm whe:i it was visi- dry onions. The grca: point is to keep plants supporting them with pieces of
mother, I can tell him."
known her, and Cecil bud all i. man's blc at the smfacc nncl made more noise. them dry. But you must recollect that scantling or blocks laid upon the ground
"But papa thinks s,) much of old Mts. horror of a slovenly woman.
We arc beginning to realize the useless- even a ripe, dry onion contains at least and placcu straw upon the boards. This
Fairfax,"
demurred P<1tty Ann, "he
talking, that is all. 8 per cent. of water, and when a large method kept the tomatoes clean, but it
Priscilla, on her part, was awkward ness of perpetually
appeared to increase the rot. It .cerwon't 1:.car to :10ue of us going.''
and embarrnsset1, and was giad when the If there is a thing to b!: said, we prefer mass of them arc kept together they arc
"The:-e comes Vmcy Furron in the interview wtts over.
to wait and say it only when and where liable to "sweat" and the skins and tops tainly caused the lower ripe tomatoes to
rot prcmaturdy.
In our market patch
gate now, 11 cried Adaline.
"Let's get
"That's the end of yonr s11ccuhti,m I" it "·1'-l hit something or somcbouy. become damp, and if the temperature
this year we adopted two sorts of racks-.
her to go, and not tell her Cecil's gone cried Melissa, sharply, when the guest -[At.lantic Monthly.
is above fr<1ez1ng they will throw out
The first was a separate rack for each
away. It'll be a good joke."
hacl departed.
"Aud now that your
roots and commence to grow, just as
plant. A stake was driven on either
''Yes," agreed Penelope.
"It'll serve pretty air-castle has tumbled nbout your
'l'he Pita Plant.
they would in the damp soil. If it is
of the
plant,
about
fifteen
her ju,t right.
She was setting her cap ea:.s, I hope you'll be sai.isficd to go to
The pita. plant of Honduras invites tho necessary to keep them in a large mass, side
inches from it,
and
leaning
so
for Cecil all summer, till that P,nkhum
work."
enterprise
of American capital and
put them in a dry place, such as a shed
as to make an angle of about twenty deglrl come and caught him."
''Who would have thought she was Yankee
inventiou.
Only
one
or barn, then they will freeze solid and
grees with the perpendi'cular.
Upon
''Pooh!
He d,m' t care a snap for such a slouch?" murmnrncl Cecil, as he thing is needed aud the lucky man's
stay frozer1 till wanted in spring.
They
these stakes three cross slats were nailed
Viney, anyway," said Patty A.on, get- started for the depot to take the first fortune is made. Mr. Buchard, our conmust be well covered to keep them from
in the manner of a ladder.
The plant
ting re:1 iu tbe face. "But she can't re- tnun for home.
"Little Viney Farron, sul, rcpor.ts that this pita plant, which
thawing, and you should avoid putting
was allowed to lop upon the racks. It
fuse to go, and that'll save us the trouin her ca!ico frocks and check aprons, has never been cultivated, grows sponthem in a barn with a basement underwas found necessary to tic it, however,
blc."
is worth a doz~n 11'.IL,sPinkhams, as mo- tnneously and in apparently inexhaustneath, where horses, cattle, sheep or
V. ney Faron was a cousin of the Bunt- ther said. 11
iblc quanties by the margin of every hogs are kept, as the warmth from the and even then branches slipped off or
broke themselves over the slats. The·
ing girls. She lived with !J."'r brother 1
river and lagoon, and, indeed, anywhere animals might thaw them out.
We
second of these racks was contmuous
and his wife in a little log cabin, on a ' Mrs. Fairfax and Viney were just sit- below the altitude of two thousancl
have kept them perfectly on the east
throughout the row. About every six
ten !!Cl'C farm adjoining that of her Un- ting clown to their lemon cakes, rasp- feet.
It can be had for the cost of cutside of a north and south wall, where
or eight feet a stout stake was driven on
cle Bunting.
berry jam and fragrant Oolong tea, when ting.
:he snow drifts several feet high and
either side of the row and fifteen in'l'om ]!'.irron ancl his wife were poor as the door opened uncl Cecil appeared.
The fibre is susceptible of a thousand
temains till spring.
They were simply
ches frpm the plant; the stakes, when
church mice th•ims2lves, but they gave
And so Viney had the pleasant chat uses.
The people of Honduras convert
covered with com-stalk and leaves.
firm y driven, standing some over a foot
their sister a home, and she helped to with him, after all, while ltfrs. Fairfax it into thread for sewing boots a!1dshoes,
high. A strip of old boards was nailed
eke out the slender income by knitting
set away the tea things, :rnd the bright and into nets, fish lines and cordage.
Ensilage
Facts.
socks for the villnJp store at forty cents firciight tl.ishcd over the coscy room, and The finest hammocks and most costly
A. commentator on ensilage lately re- near the top o_f the posts, along either
a pair, and by "taking in" sewing when- Cecil watched Via cy's fair face, with a are also made of it.
The small quanti- marked,
"The sole purposa of our side of the row. Then edgings were
ever she could get it.
look of lover-like admiration in hi~ hand- tics which have been sent to this market farm and dairy is to make us money, tacked across from one side to the other,
"I came ov,·r to borrow some browned some eyes.
have been manufactured
into hand- and we are endeavoring to learn how to four about each plant and a foot apart.
cofice," Gaid Viney, coming. in fresh and
"Herc•~ somcthfog for yon, Viney,"
kerchiefs, laces, ribbons, false hair and produce the most milk at the least cost. The plant now found itself growing up
rosy from the frosty "·inter air,
wigs.
A silo is a receptacle where grasses and between the horizontal edging&, and as
"Yes, to be sure,,, re:nrned Aualin~, said Tom Farron, han<ling his sister a
The difficulty is to decorticate the corn h ueposited and kept from the air, it began to iop tho rack held it above
more chi,cr;ul thau was her wont, "An,1, iargc embossed envelope, plainly ad- plant without rottini or otherwise injur- ~n the same principle as we can fruit. the ground.
Upon this simple rnck the
Viney, would you mind going over ,o dressed to ''J\1is5 Elvina Farron."
ing the fibre. The man who can do fhe silo preserves the food in its early tomatoes needed no tying nor training,
old Mrs. J!'.1il-fax·s to-dayi
S:ic want,d
V111cy opened it carcfui:y, and out that will li>eable to take fortune· at the :ondition, and can be used during the and they spread themselves freely to the
some one o{ us to come, but we are ,,ll dropped a gold ring, which was attached flood. In other words, brains will bring "'inter to make milk. We find it neces- sunlight.
The circulation. of the air
so busy."
by a thread to the hau:lsomciy uccoratccl builion.-[N.
Y. Herald.
mry to get the largest crop possible for under the racks was so free that there
Aud with a little deepening of the valentine inclosed in the envelope.
the land to produce, and we have a was no unusual danger from rot. This
pink iu her checks, Viney gave the re'\Yithin a beautifully designed wreath
Long Sentences.
corn peculiarly acbptcd to thi~ use. is decidedly the best rack which we have
of orange blossoms was the c:)Up!et:
"Secretary Evarts uses some rcmarka,
quired assent, and trippcll away with
••If thou wilt be my Va,entine:
bly long sentences doesn't he" said a There has • een a great Cleal of unbelief tried. vVcnoticed, also, that the fruit
th
th
th
her bo·,Yl of cu.IT~c, while
e
re~
.l\cc~pt tllis ring and I am thine!"
traveler to his eeat-mate with whom he in is matter, aud farmcn seem to be ripened more uniformly here than on the
• ,. t • t
l1ea1·ty l'u '• t tl1
afraid to take hold of it hccau3e it is plants which were tied to stakes.
cu01c1c3:,□s: u_l'.11t·s e/ _n,~
Ju a
~
And under the lines was the num~ "Ce- had· been discussing the various states- new. Those who have the mind to look
• - 0 11 1 1 "
c:il Fairfox. 11
"S~1c ihinks s~cil will be there," said
Auuline Bunting, who was at her cous- me,\:es but I don't think an of hi~ into it soon learn to appreciate i:s ~clFirst Small Boy-"So
you went fishPcnelnpe, maiiciou5ly.
"Won't she lie in', at the t;mc, l.Jdieln the valentine, can con: iarc in lcno-th to i1. !catcnce vnatag<'s, and th~sc who_ have silos rn- ing down the Schuylkill last Sunday,
nicely fool::d, ti1ough1"'
with t, mixture of feelings.
that I hLrcl Judo-e 1ium1le oet of£ last v,mab'y show an rnc1casc m the p10Lh:c- did you?"
"C
• niy de·tr
I mu so c•lnr1 to
"'
y O
t10u of milk.
We lll:111t the corn wllh
Second Small _Boy- "Yaa.s."
omu rn,
• •
'
6·"·
•'We
didn't
make
much
by
sending
wc,c,1\,;'hat,~."s i't",''
llrills, with the rows 30 inches apart. .
"Ketch anythmo"1'
sec you!" s:.id olu Mrs. Fairfax, a 1 Vin- Viney to stay with Jl[ra. Fairfax that
,,
"''
cy appcarcJ,
with rosy cliccks and a t!aY," she informcrl her sisters, ••for Cc"Twenty
five
years."_ Mo1'cliant Cultivate two to four times a y_ear, and \
''Not tiU got home and met dad,"-i
~ingc of cuding, l'.g~~ brown hair peep- cil came home the same ni.ght, and he's Ti·avclor.
- '\nd cut it as soon as 1t com- [Pl11ladclphia Call,
ing from under her scarlet hood. ''You'll
stay all night, won't yon, Viney?" said
the old lady, placing a chair for the visito,· close to the sparkling hardwood fire
that was glowing on the broad hearth.
"I didn't expect to stny so long." said
Viney, the dimpks dancing in her bright
checks; "but I cnn, if you want me."
Aud she th0ugbt of the pleasant time
she would have, chatting with Cecil at
supper, nnd afterward, with the firelight
fl.ashing brightly ou the heartJ:3, allll
lighting up the pleasant, coscy sittingoom, with its bright rag carpet, its
spider-legged
chair3 and claw-fooled
mahogany table.
"1'11 be glad to have you stay," said
Mrs. Fairfax, stirring up the fire with a
long hickor_y poker, ''fur Cecil's gone to
the city, an' I'll be alone all night."
Vincy's heart, which had been as light
as a tuft pf thistle-down,
sank like u
bit of lead in· her bosom at th's announ cement.
''Ilc's bi,cn a-wanting to go to the
city fur some time," said the old lady,
taking out her knitting aucl settling herself for n pleasant chat.
"I s'posc h<;'ll
call an' see Priscilla Pinkham while he's
them.
I wish he hadn't took such a
notion to that girl," she acldcd, confidentially, as she looked sharply through
her glasses at Viney's blushing checks.
"But, there, we needn't bother about
that now. I'm real glad you'il stay with
me, Viney; and I'll huvc lemon cairns
and raspberry jam fur tea. I know what
young folks like," she acldccl, kindly.
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In June,

1885, owing to much previous
trouble in getting their pay, the men refus-
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ed to work longer until a monthly pay-day
was established.
This was nearly a year
before the Canton Assembly, K. of L. was
organized.
The company agreed to make
the 25th. of each month a pay-day for the
previous month's wages, and to liquidate
ttie amounts already due the laborers as
fast as l'ossihte.
Since then, with but few
exceptions, th·e monthly wages have not
come till from S to ro days after pay-day,
and the amounts of back pay due some So
laborers varied from $50 to $6oo each.
The men never demanded higher wages,
only asking for money they had already
earned and needed to support their families. This last "strike"
(the one which
broke the camel's back) amounts to simply
this: The men notified the company that
if the monthly wages did not come on the
day agreed upon they would quit workand they did quit.
Who can blame them
for it. Furt!Jermore, we are informed that
the K. of L. had nothing whatever to do
with the action of the laborers in demanding their pay. The matter was never
mentioned in the meetings of the K. of L.
Now please read the quoted paragraph
again and see how much truth there ii in
it bearing upon th1, question.
The TELEPHONE has not yet felt called
upon to uphold strikes, nor organized labor in antagonism with organized capital.
but our sympathies are with the oppressed
in whatever circumstances, and we can but
lend a ht>lping hand in the battle of right
against wrong and truthagainstfalsehood.
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EDITORI:\L NOTES.
Did you ever see a pump
thing ?-lYladison Bulletin.

handle any-

Water pun!
Nathaniel Butler, D. D., is now in Ohio
and is making a wonderful recovery from
his unfortunate prostration.
He is preaching temporarily to a s~all charge ir. Ohio,
and wrote to an Augusta friend a happy
greeting.
He said, "My face is now turned towards morning and I believe there
will be no more night for me."
He seems
to be a new man.
Why can't Uncle Sam help to keep the
peace 'aftheworld by fixing up his navy and
defenceless coast? We ventui:e the opinion
that there would have been a flash from
the war-cloud of Europe long before now,
had any of the powers involved been as defencless as the U111ted States.
A bi!{ fiSt
and level head will win respect in many a
crowd where the puny are trampled urider
foot.
The Lewiston ':fournal quotes Senator
Gilbert as saying that a million dollars

The school finished on Buckfield hill,
Friday last, with good success.
The
schopl will finish in Hop city this week,
with an exhibition.
Our schools the past
winter have been Yery successful.
We
have been fortunate in securing
good
teachers.
Mr. Amasa Richards died last week in
Roxbury.
He was one of the oldest settlers in town, and an honest upright man.
He leaves a wife and several children
to
mourn his loss.
Our gummers are doing a good business
on the crust as it is easy getting round on
~now shoes, and gum is selling well this
winter.
A.

That our kind intentions will be duly appreciated,

I

Mexico.
Florence Thomas goes to the normal at
Farmington this spring.
Ellery C. Park closed a r r weeks term
in the Corner district Thursdav, and started for Hebron Saturday of last week.
Mrs. L. H. Re~d is quite sick. Doctor
Binford attends her.
Amasa Richards was buried Thursday.
Hi[ son Scott was at the funeral reaching
home Wednesday night.
His aged brother
Ephraim
of Mexico was not able to be
present.
When "Whitney"
was the name of the
pond near your place, and its name was
given it for the reason it was, it seems to
me that it was a great blunder to change
its name,-and
such a name as it got!
CYPHER.

NEWS NOTES.
A Fryeburg hotel burned,
at a loss of $15,000.

WE TRUST

OUT LAST WEEK.

Byron.

Thursday,
FBbrnary
17,1887.
E. N. CARVER,

NEIGHBORS.

OLD CUSTOMERS

A. A. ~Vortley ha~ a :it
out in_ his
t
LpaSllre 'dor ~xes.
e
as shoSt eight.
ast Fn ay 111ght he shot one,
aturday
had been raised to carry out a magnificent
Phillip Bourke Marston, English poet, morning another, a gray one, and Saturenterprise at Rumford
Falls; that the noveli,t, and essay est, is dead. Ile was day afternoon a third one, making
three
company will erect extensive mills next 36 years old.
inside of 24 hours, at the same bait. \Vho
year and construct a railroad from CanTrains are running regularly again at can beat that?
ton. Superintendent
Lincoln of the R. White River over the new trestle.
But
S. A. Reed killed his two years old colt
F. & B. rnilroad, informs the TELEPHONE five dead bodies ,remain unidentified.
last Saturda),
It slipped on the ice some
that probably the reporter misquoted SenSecretary Manning placed his resigna- time ago and broke a bone in the hip. It
ator Gilbert, and that what he did say
hands, Monday. was a fine colt.
probably referred to the Bryant's Pond tion in the President's
F. A. Worthley, starts for California,
He will continue to act as Secretary until
extension.
Fred will be missed here.
the appointment of his successor, probab- next Monday.
Chas. Eastman has hired W. I. Holt's
ly for several weeks.
farm
for
one
year,
and Mr. Holt has movThe latest sensation in journalistic enThe tenement in the Wm. Rogers' block, ed to Welc'.
terprise in the exposure by the Boston
Bath, on the private way, was damaged by
Many here are hauling birch to the mill
1-:l~rald of an alleged '• Druidic University"
in Lewiston, chartered by the Maine Leg- fire and water to the extent of several hund- to be sawed into strips, to be taken to Dixred
dollars,
Tuesday
noon.
The
building
field
for the spool mill, that is to be built
islature and engi_neered by Dr. Samuel
was occupied by Wm. Thomas and family. there.
York, "M. D." A Herald reported went
to Lewiston,
represented that he wanted
Boston is heavily afflicted with the ShelThe school at the Corner
closed last
to enter the institution as a student, and ley fever.
Saturday.
after a few hours' examination and the payA brakeman named Madison had both
The principle business here is hauling
ment of eight dollars, received· a certificate legs cut off at Somerville, Mass., Satur- potatoes to Canton,
It is reported that
of three years scholarship and a diploma day.
Orison has to fly around.
CoR.
with the degrees of A. M. and M. D. The
Jacob Miller of Ohio went down to AtNo- Jay.
affair was ingeniously
worked by the re- lanta, Ga., to b,;y land and was robbed
Miss Cora Keyes has returned home from
porter and show~ up a big fraud in selling of$28,ooo.
her visit to Boston.
bogus medical diplomas.
Three Brooklyn,
N. Y., boys were
Mr. E. G. Adams is in poor health this
drowned by breaking through,
the ice,, winter.
David Woodman is at home on a visit.
From the Observer, Braintree,
Mass .. Sunday.
; Ile has been at work in Hallowell.
we clip the following notice, wh:ch will be
Saturday
evening,
E. ~- Spoffo rd , a:
JV[iss Louisa Weston died Jan. 25th.
of interest to our Eastern Oxford readers.
member of the Auburn police force, was aged about 6o years.
The funeral was
Miss Staples is a Canton lady who has
nominated for mayor as a citizen's candi- 1 held at the house on Feb. zd.
A.
been pursuing her studies at the New
elate.
England Conservatory
of Mmic, and Mr.
At 6 o'clock on the morning of Feb. 14,,
ORR'S ISLAND, Feb. 9, 1887.
Woodsum is a native of Peru, and once
the thermometer indicated 2_so below ze- j Last wee~, Rev. W. J. T';ort o'. Lewistaught Finging Echool in Canton.
ro at Welchville.
At East Wilion it was ton, was with us two evenrngs
m extra
The rehearse! of the Braintree Musical 260 below; Dixfield, 300below;
Canton,
meetings.
The Lord is blessing us with
A.%ociation took place at the house of Mr.
27 o below: North Vassalboro,
35 o be- his saving presence. Fifteen have expressC. B. \.Voodsum, on Tuesday evening,
eel a desire to become christians.
Several
with Mr. M.A. Perkins as conductor.
The low.
evening was devoted to the rendering of
reclaimed.
selections from the ''Old Stoughton ColWhile th ree French boys were gunning
Fred E. Carver has closed his second
lection," interspersed with fine ipstrumenin th e woods in Biddefo rd , Feh. 12• Xa- term of school and is now actively engagtal duets by Miss Staples as pianist and
Mr. Wooosumas violin accompanist.
Miss vier Boucher, nineteen years old, attempt- ed in the revival of religion on Orr's IsStaples also gave vocal selections which ed to draw the charge from his double- land.
were very pleasing, showing her ra!·e abil- barrelled gun. The other barrel was acWe meet Dr. Harlow in the sick room
ity in that direction.
A very enJoyable cidentally discharged and the shot passed quite often.
He has a large and increasevening was passed.
through his hand and leg. It W'lS two ing practice.
hours before he reached the city benumbDo tell who wrote the poetry last week?
LaborMattersa.t Gilbertville.
ed with cold. The chances are against rec:overy.
Well, if such admiration
is possible to
(Special to the Portland Press.)
mo1·tal beings, how deep in Him who said,
AUGUSTA, Feb. 7 .-A gentleman
in the
The coronor's inquest on the death of "I am the way, the truth and the life. No
city this evening who i~ engaged in the Seth Robinson, the victim of the recent 1 man cometh unto the Father, but by me."
puip business says that the suspen,ion_ of Kennebunk poisoning
accident, was finW.
the Dennisons will not be likely to effect ished at Biddeford, Feb. 14. The jury
any of the large pulp companies· in l\faine. finds that Robinson's death was caused by
Two years ago the Dennisons
got an act
through the Legislature allowing them to heart disease, excited by drinking a corr.form a stock company and is,ue bonds. pound of alcohol and arnica, which David
Since (hen their conditi?n may (rnv~ bee_n Hayes purchased at Dr. Ross & Co. 's drug' Apples,
1.50
ti 3.00
.60 l_,l .87
prl:c~nouf, but th e th rng ~hich 1n his store. under the pretence that it was for Barley,
opm10n hastened the suspens10n was the.
,
Beans-Pea,
r.So ti 1,90
strike at Canton.
While the main mill of bath mg purposes.
-Yellow
Eyes,
r.65 ti 2.00
the Dennisons was at Mechanic Falls they
1 -Lima,
2.15 ti 2.40
manufactured their chemical pulp at CanWhole number of letters deposited at Beef, per bbl.
6.oo ti 7.00
ton. This mill was put up in 1880 at a Portland post office in 1886 and held for I -Choice
Family,
9-5° ti ro.50
cost of about $125,000.
Last spring, a non-payment of postage 2862. The num-j-1-Iams,
2 I.00 ti 22.00
Knights r,f Labor lodge was e,tablished
ber ia Februarv was double that of any: -Tongues,
20.00 ti 21.00
at Canton, and all the pulp men joined it. other month • because
of St. Valen- i BuCtter-lump,
.25 ti
.38
Then they began to strike and demand
,reamery,
.25 ti
·35
higher wages.
The Dennisons
yielded tine's Day correspondence.
In such cas-: -Dairy,
.22 ti
.28
once or twice and soon were at the mercy es, when the writer's name appears
he is Cheese-factory,
• IO~ ti
. 14
of tt,ese men, who, as a gentleman said to- notified, otherwise
the addressee is in-!-Sage,
1
• 4 ti
•1 5
night, got so they worked or not, as they
Corn
.56 ti
.57
pleased, and if one was discharged made a formed by a printed card that a lette,· is at Coffe~-Rio.
.r7kti
.20~
great fuss. , The last. strike began about a this office which will be forwarded
if t.he -Java,
.24 ti
·34
week ago. The mill at Mechanic Falls necessary postage is sent therefor.
Vay Eggs,
.22 ti
.26
was full of orders and t-he_1,were nt>eding few are uncalled for after this notice.
j Flour-ex_t:as,
3.25 ti 4.75
the pulp from the(;:;antoo mill very badly.
-St. Loms,
4.75 ti 5.00
This past season a large machine costing
Leading citizens of Saco and Biddeford, -New Process,
.HS ti 5 6o
.II
ti
.II~
$45,ooo w:'ls put in at Mechanic Falls, a nd are talking of a scheme of constructing
a, lams,
b
with this thev could have turnc"d out then·
.
, • oney-com
.
. 13 ti
.r6
product ver_y fast ir they could have got lock at the mouth of the nver, so that the I -Extracted,
-0 5 ti
,o6
the pulp.
water will not r-ise and fall with the tide, Hops. '86,
• 2 5 ti
.30
The abo,·e is a ,p~cimen of the reports The objects are to keep the water fresh, Lard.
,
- 0 7¾ti
.o8
.32 1,)
·55
published extensively in connection
with make the ri-;er more beuatifui,increase
the ~,~;:_sses-N.
O.
·44
ti
-+8
the Dennison failure, and it is so much in ice harv_csting and shippin,g, and become Pork, bbl.
13.50 ti 16.00
error that we cleern an explanation called rid of the sand bar across the mouth of the -Salt
Pork, per lb.
-0 7 ti
-0 7k
for in these columns, more explicit than river. It is proposed to recommend an ex-' Potatoes, bhl.
1.75 ti 2.00
.o6 1,') .o6½
we had time or space to make last week. penditure for this purpose of a part of the iugar(J
1
-20 ti
.75
A,fter investigation we e;ar, briefly state the $25,CXX>recently appropriated
for im- :-J:;an~
ong,
.20 ti
._r;o
fact, inr<:gard l.o "strikes," de. as follows: provcmc,nb;, on the river and breakwater.
-Eng,
Bre.ikf.
.18 h'
.6o
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THIRTY

DAYS.

1Ve havn't any special bargains to offer at this time, but
you will find our stock of Grociries
& Provisions
complete, and Prices
lleasonal,le.
Give us a trial.

All kinds Farm Produce taken in exchange for goods.

FOR SALE
--BY-~

BUCKNAM'S

"PURE

BY--

--ALSO

fP

~-

Warranted to give Perfect

Ml

Et

iifPi-f◄

WONDERFUL
SUCCESS.
ECON Oil!¥
IS WEALTH.
All the PATTER)!S you wish to use during the
year for nothing (a saving of from $3.00 10 $4.00) by
subscribing for

ADVERTISERS

can learn the exact cost THE
CANTON
TELEPHONE
of any proposed line of
.. . A
.
).Jemorest s JUustra.ted
a dvertismg m mencan
_
. -.
th1
papers by addressing
'M,on
lf
7Vlaga3me
-AND~

Geo. P • R owe 11&
Newspaper-

Send

Adver-tising

c o.,

With Twelve Orders for Cut Paper Patterns of
your own selection and of any size.

Bureau,

"0

s;o:-;:;
..

\°o!~.rur::

I

__

Born PUBLICA_!'}
0"~s, ONE YEAR,

$2.80 (TWO EIGHTY).

y;:~phlet.

TOCONSUMPTIVES.
-'¥ THE
D EMOREST'S

The undersigned having been restored
to health by simple means, after suffering
for several years with a severe lung affect ion, and that dread disease Con~umption,
is anxious to make known to his fellow
sufferers the means of cure. To those who
desire it, he will cheerfully send (free of
charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
which they will find a sure cure for Consumption, Asthma., Ca.ta.rrh,Bronchitis and
all throat and lung Ma,la.dies. He hopes
all sufferers will try his Remedy, as it is
invaluable.
Those desiring the prescription, which will cost them nothing, and
may prove a blessing, will please address,
REV. EDWARD A. WILSON, \Villiamsburg,
King's County, New York.
ry52
h:tvin_g- been cured
lUli , of Nervous prostration, Hemi11al W<>akneRs. Pr<>mature Decay, and all the evil effects of eal'ly indiscretion and youthful folly. is anxious to
make known to others the simple mode
of self-curt>.
'l'o those who wiRh and
will give him their, symptoms,
he will
send (free) by l'l'tnrn mail a copy of the
recipe so snccf'ssfnlly used in his ease.
Address in confidence,
JAMES
W.
PINKNEY, 42 Cedar St .. N. Y.
ly52

•

()l"

m
BESI

~,11 1:-11.e Magazines.

(:os1·_i~~~:~~~~~-~;:r:.:1,]::~~:~~
\~~T~;;]~:~ J'~~E~;~ARY
·r1FW,

AND

Housv.HoLn

.nr,rnt,
ated 1c-Uh 01°igi,,nt
iog"",
P!totO(Jl"avnre.'I,
Oil

fi,,u-• n·ootl,Juft;,
zi,n,1 of

n1,akina

ll!A'I'Tl<'RS.

Ste,•/ . .Rnr,ratJ.Pict·u1•c.~

and

it the JJl<>delMaga-

:Jn:,e1•-i.ca.

th~\~7t1:~!~ ;
~~~~:~l,~1~ 1~ ~L~:~Pt~
tt~r~~f11i1~li/~i~!
in t.hc fa~hion dcpnrtment. in thut nnmbt·r, and in
any of th~ sizeR mn.nufactorcd, mnkii,g patterns
0
1
%:~1~h.:~~i~i~
,voi·ld's Model Ma~azine. The Lnrge~t in Form. the
Larg•~t in Circnlat.ion, and the b,·st TWO Doll:u·
Famii)' Magazine h~s.ucd. 1887 will be the Tw,·n_ty~
third year of its poblication, It is co,,tiunally nnprovt>d nnd 80 exten,:.ivc1y 88 to placf• it at rhe fwad
of Family Periodicn!:-:. Jt conruins ';';? page~. lnr.~e
quarto, 8.~x;ll¼ inches. ele~·:mtly J11'inte-d nnd f11l1y
illn,trated,
Puolished by w. J,,nning, DLlllOl'est,
New York,
AND av SPECIAL AGREEMENT COMBINED
WITH THE

tl~i

17

1

d•1W~tt:fls~~s"~8~i•1iLY
is
~h~

Canton
TBl8PhOllB
at $2.80
PerYea1
389
1

,

years•
the
p1·eparation of more
th&n One Hundred
0

I

HJ

COLD"

=FLOUR=

MAN
BOSTON
PRICE
CURRENT.
AGENTLE

I

$

\Vill remember that we are selling Groceries and Provision
as low as anybody in town. Having lately put on a cfelivery
team, we shall be pleased to deliver goods anywhere in the
village or at Gilbertville to good, resp~nsible parties, on

1

Monday night

and our

FLORAL GUIDE FOR 1887

1
fu~~a~r~;;,,
~;~~t~~~~l~ gi~~e:e~:.\~~~e-~~~~i~~!)
l;:~
den int'>'and Flower Culture, and ovf'r l:;0 contaunn~ an
0

Illustfated List of ne:irl'!{ all the ?LOWERS a.nd. VEGE·
'rABLES c-rrown, '\\'ith directions how to ~row them.
where the best SEEDS,
l'LANTS,
nnd BUI._R:-.
can be procured. with prices of eaca. This book tnIUlcd
free on receint. of 10 cenr,s. and the 10 cents may l1e deducted from· the f\rst or<ler sent ns. E,·ery one interested in :l gnrcien, or wno 0esires ,:?ood, ftt-.sb seeds.
should have this wort.. We refer to the millions who
luive used our seeds. Duy ouly Vick's Scetls .f\\. Head•
qu1>rters.
JAJIES
VICK, SEED,,;JJAN.

Rochesrer,

ie

N. y ..

mtWbo found on
tile at GEO. l'.
ROWELL & CO'S

ih~ u;~~l,.~f!i~~tin°~J1<?~rrift~~~u~~
tries, the publishers of the ~ci~~tifio
AmerfoR.n continue to net as sohc1tora
for patents, cu.veR.ts,trnde-marks, copyrights, et-c., for the United States, and
to obtam patents in Canada, England, France,
Gornian)', and n.ll ot,her countries
Their experience is unequaled aud their facilities are nnsurpasse1..
Dra.wings and RpP.:cif\catione prep11.red and filed
in the Patent Office on shori, notice. 'J1erms very
rea.aona..ble. No ch.a.rge !or exa.mina.tion of model ■
or drawings
Advice by mail free
Patents obtai 11Pd through Mnnn &Co.a.re noticed
inthe SCIEN'l'IFIC
J\Jll:E:RJCA..1\1,,-hich I\••
the largest circulation and is t,he most influential
newspaper of its kind published in the world.
The advn.nt,a..ges of such a. notice every patentee
understand.s.

THISPAPER
NEW
YORK
I
Newspaper

Advertising

tiStreet),whcreartversing contracts_.may

be Jiw.de for

1t

in

Bureau

(10 Spruce

•

~t\~1{:b:d
~f~J£i~t

~lu$~~~!dy~::,'8J'riJH;~
1~~!~f1~::~
~~g~~::rl~t;d
,!gr~~•!~

~:e~~~t;:~!.e, i
other depa.rtmenu
of indu1>trial progren. pub-,
Jished in any uonntry. It contains the name ■ of

:~K&~;~;;_es;~vd ntlf~~~ e:n~~~h:e;~~o:n!·!~Y1~8!.

,

Sold bv a.II n1:1w6dealeTs.
If l-·0u have an invent.ion to JJtl.tent wri~ te
~f~~o.fa~iy:
*!~1!.yl~~isof Scieotifio Am•n~.
Handbook about patehta m.aiJ•d fr•..
1

